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Illegal dump cleanup starts
presidents come
from outside
scholarly ladder
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
County Road Department
workers-have begun the cleanup of 52 illegal dump sites
located on private property in
Calloway County, some of
which have been identified as
environmental hazards.
A bulldoze; began plowing
through piles of old air conditioners, a junked refrigerator,
worn tires, rusted car parts, old
television sets, broken toys,
discarded wooden furniture
and assorted trash at a site near
Cherry Corner this morning.
Solid Waste CoOrdinator Rita
Burton said Wednesday that the
work would later continue on a
site near a stream bed on Radio
Road and then to about 50
other sites scattered around the
county.
"Those two sites had been
chosen previously because they
were close to water ways and
several other different things,"
Burton said. "They were considered more important even
though we have some others
that are going to he more
expensive to clean up. The one
_near Cherry Corner Road will
6F-the most expensive one."
illegally
items
Other
dumped at the Cherry Corner
site include a discarded truck
camper shell, the front end of a
Pontiac, and an entire car
which had apparently been
wrecked and left alongside of
the road or dumped at the site.
BurtOn said any dump that
presents a threat to the county's
water table or other environmental hazard will be the first
to be cleaned up.
"Like the Radio Road site.
it's not going to be as expensive a cfean-up as some of our
others but because it's in a
-ereek-it was moved-up-in- priority," she said.
The clean-up of the two
dump sites will be paid for by
$19,005 in state funding with
an additional $6;335 to be paid
by the county for a total of
$25,340. The state also allocated $4.841 of a total of $6,455
for the clean-,up of the Radio
Road site with the county to be
charged $1,641.
In August, the county was
also approved for an additional
$92,000 in state Kentucky
Pride Fund dollars for the
clean-up of 50 illegal dump
sites elsewhere in the county.
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College presidents
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Illegal dump sites like this
one near Cherry Corner (at
right) can be found at more
than 50 sites across
Calloway County. Many
contain old air conditioners
and other appliances, worn
tires, broken toys, assorted
trash and solid refuse —
even a junked car (above).
Some of the sites are considered environmental hazards, according to county
Solid Waste Coordinator
Rita Burton.
The funds are part of a $3.1
million allocation distributed to
88 counties for eradication of
1.244 dumps. The estimated
total cost of the project was
reported at $4,188,380, including an. earlier allocation of
funding under prior legislation.
County governments must
provide 25 percent of the estimated cost in matching funds.
During a meeting of
Calloway County's fiscal court
in August, Burton told magistrates that the county had been
approved for the money for the
clean-up of dump sites on pri-

20Mg

sate property under a 2002 "From this point on, the propamnesty plan. Burton noted erty owner is responsible for
that many of the sites involve the clean-up of dump sites on
the removal of old farm their property."
Other dumps on the counmachinery as well as trash and
other refuse that has not been ty's list for clean-up include
dealt with in years because sites near Lassiter Cemetery,
they were located- on private Norsworthy Road. Brown
Groves Road. Buffalo Road,
property.
However, Burton said the Little Oaks Lane, Butterfly
government-financed clean-up Road. Murray-Paris Road,
was a "one-time deal" and that Jamison Drive, Beech). Creek
landowners have the primary Lane, Newman Road, West
responsibility for the removal Fork, Ledbetter Road. west
of refuse dumped on their
property. "This amnesty plan
See Page 2A
will not he repeated." she said. •

III See Page 3A

Kentucky's poor health issues discussed at Chamber event
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Bad habits and lack of health
care have led to a trend of
Kentuckians dying sooner than
people in other states while
alarming statistics about an
unhealthy commonwealth have
burdened communities.
That was the message of the
two speakers at MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce Business@Breakfast
on Wednesday. Laura Ungar.
medical writer for The CourierJournal in Louisville, and Marty
White, Kentucky Medical
Association's director of public
and government relations.
offered their perspectives on
Kentucky's health — both the
system of care and the people it
affects.
Ungar has spent nearly a year
researching statistics about.
Kentucky's health. She looked
at death rates for different dis-

smoking rates, exercise
habits and many other measures.
"Our main finding was pretty
shocking to us," Ungar told the
crowd of nearly 100 people at
the breakfast. "Kentucky is one
of the sickest states in the
nation."
The first part of the series
was published in July and the
second installment followed this
fall. The final part, which talks
about ways hospitals, businesses
and communities can work
together to improve health care,
is scheduled to be published in
December.
Along the way. Ungar has
traveled the state, talking to
patients who didn't get the care
they needed and medical professionals who shared horror stories.
"Those statistics are very
shocking, but the story really
hits home with the people we've
met," she said. "... Every place
eases,

we went — western Kentuck).
Kentucky, central
eastern
Kentucky, parts of Louisville,
small-town diners, hairdressers,
really anywhere — we heard
stories of pretty severe sickness."
Reasons for an unhealthy
Kentucky include poverty in
some rural eastern Kentucky
communities, doctor shortages,
had health habits and government inaction, Ungar said, based
on her research.
"Kentuckians are setting
themselves up for a future that
could only get worse," Ungar
said.
Specifically. the Purchase
Area was a mixed bag of statistical results. While people
regionally had the second-best
rate for obesity measures, the
area didn't fair too well meeting
exercise guidelines.

See Page 2A
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Marty White, Kentucky Medical Association's director of public and government relations (left), and Laura Ungar, medical writer for The Courier-Journal in Louisville (right).
offered their perspectives on Kentucky's health. Ungar focused on a three-part series
she's worked on the past year fur the newspaper. White talked about the need for an
improved health care system to keep doctors and their services in Kentucky.
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Mistrial declared in Underhill trial

PoliceSherifffireLogs
Murray Police Deparbnient
• Damage to a mailbox was reported at 9:41 a.m. Wednesday at
908S 16th St.
•Terroristic threatening was reported at 11:13 a.m. Wednesday at
1559 Whippoorwill.
Murray State University Police Department
• An assault was reported from Health Services at 1:30 p.m.
Tuesday. An officer took a second-degree assault report about a
subject injured by a blow to the jaw during an altercation at a flag
football game on campus.
• A car was reported vandalized in the White College parking lot
at 1:56 p.m. Tuesday.
• A University of Kentucky Police Department officer wanted to
speak to a MSU officer at 529 p.m. Tuesday about a report about
a MSU student involved in a matter UK police are investigating.
• Money was reported missing from the dispatch area at Public
Safety at 5 48 p.m. Tuesday.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• Miller Golf Course reported vandalism at 12.38 a.m Tuesday.
Someone had driven on the golf course overnight.
• A Snipe Creek Road caller reported the house next door on fire
at 956 a.m. Tuesday.
Murray Fire Department
• Firefighters were dispatched to Murray State's new Fine Arts
Building at 654 p.m. Wednesday. The alarm sounded because of
a malfunction. They restored the system and were on the scene
13 minutes. .
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
• A brush fire was reported on Pottertown Road at 3:50 p.m.
Tuesday.
— Information is obtained from reports. logs
and citations from various agencies.

'Crazy in Love' today at Wrather
it disintegrates. Moving through
the cycle of abuse, the investigators will see clues that will make
the abuse apparent. though not
obvious.
Crazy in Love' is an original
idea created by the Women's
Center and is exclusive to the
Murray State campus. The
Women's Center, located at Itl0
Ordway Hall, has resources
available for anyone Who feels
they are being affected by
domestic violence.
For more information, contact the staff at (270) 762-3140,
or email vvomenscenter(gmurray:state.edu.

College students are typically
the least informed and the most
at risk age group for domestic
violence. Instead of educating
Students on campus through-traditional routes, the Murray State
University Women's Center is
hosting a hands-on investigation
of 'a -couple's movement into an
abusive relationship today until
5 p.m. at Wrather Museum on
the University's campus.
The program, dubbed Crazy:
in Love. is composed of three
rooms. Students, faculty and
staff take on the role of investigators as they have the opportunity to look into a relationship as

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Wnter
After both the prosecutor and the defense
attorney asked for a mistrial in the early
minutes of the trial of a man accused opening an anhydrous ammonia tank in the presence
officers,
police
of
Calloway Circuit Judge
Dennis Foust granted
their requests.
Lloyd
Charles
Underhill's two-day trial
began Monday, but it
didn't get much'into the
first witness before
Underhill
Foust declared the mistrial. Underhill, who is represented by
Benton attorney Mike Ward, is scheduled to
appear in circuit court again Dec. 15, at
which time a new trial date will he ,et..
Underhill, of Hardin, faces seven charges
— two counts of attempted murder of a
police officer, two counts of first-degree
assault, attempt to manufacture metharnphetamine. possession of anhydrous ammonia in inappropriate container to manufacture meth and second-degree persistent
felony offender.
Tri-County Area Drug Task Force officers were attempting to arrest Underhill on a
Marshall County warrant charging him with
drug-related offenses when they came to a
Riviera Courts residence April 30, 2004.
Both Underhill and Ronnie Sharp were
charged with attempted murder and meth
offenses for the incident which included the
opening of an anhydrous ammonia tank
when officers entered the residence and
Sharp then fleeing from the scene.

Marshall County deputies David Maddox
and Dan Melone had to be treated for getting
the fertilizer used to make methamphetamine in their eyes.
During Ward's opening statement,
Commonwealth Attorney Gale Cook -asked
Foust for a mistrial because she believed
Ward tainted the jury with information about
Sharp's plea deal. Sharp was expected to testify against Underhill.
The defense attorney mentioned the
seven-year sentence Sharp received in
exchange for his testimony as being well
less than the nearly 100 years he could have
received. Cook said Ward shouldn't refer to
sentencing ranges in the trial portion of the
judicial process, but the trial continued with
his opening statements.
During that time. Ward told the jury the
only real evidence against his client was
Sharp's affidavit. He said he planned to call
other witnesses that would testify about how
Sharp often used his friends then left them
hanging.
Cook called Deputy Melone as her first
witness but barely into hi testimony Ward
requested a mistrial because the way he
believed Melone implied Underhill being at
Riviera Courts even though he didn't actually know he was in the residence until later.
"Sometimes these things happen." Foust
told the jury about declaring a mistrial. ",..
There are just some legal things that
occurred today that both attorneys asked for
the court to declare a mistrial, so that's what
I'm doing at this,,time."
The attempted murder charges against
Sharp were dismissed in May when he pled
to lesser charges. He admitted to two counts
of complicity to second-degree assault,

attempted manufacture of methamphetamine and possession of anhydrous ammonia
stemming from the incident. At the time, he
was sentenced to a total of seven years in the
state prison for those offenses and received
credit for the 353 days he had served in the
Calloway County jail.
According to Sharp's affidavit, the two
defendants have known each other since
middle school and first became involved in
drugs together in 2003 when Sharp bought
meth from Underhill. Eventually, Sharp
said, the two were among a three-person
group that cooked meth together.
The plea agreement for Sharp came when
the commonwealth's evidence identified the
man who actually opened the tank as
Underhill, not Sharp, who was represented
by Public Defender Scott West.
Sharp's affidavit also recounts the officers arriving at the Riviera Courts residence
last spring: "When the police came to
Underhill's girlfriend's trailer, I was sleeping off a had dose of meth. ...-About 7 a.m,
some cops knocked on the door. I woke up
Underhill and told him but he would not go
to the door because he had a tank of anhydrous in his bedroom. It took three hours for
the cops to get a search warrant. When they
started tp come in, I ran to the other end of
the trailer. As I passed Underhill in the hall.
he was sitting on the tank of anhydrous with
the nozzle pointed toward the living room.
As I got to the window. I heard the tank go
off. After that I ran into the Woods."
Sharp evaded police until he was arrested
in Grenada County. Miss., nine days later.
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From Front
State Line Road. Rowlette Trail,
Boggess Road, Highway 121
North and Highway 121 South.
.anct_Kattie_Lane- aCcording_to
release from the Division of
Waste Management.
Also included are dump sites
on Duncan Trail. Alexander
and
Road
Road, Beach
Copeland Lane. Bellflower
Lane. Buchanan Road, Carty
Road. Cypress and Cline roads.
Cypress Springs Trail. Cypress
Trail Road . Dalton Road,
Gravel Pit-Cook Store Trail.
Hick's Cemetery: Road, Holland
Cemetery Road. Latin Road.
Oregon Road. Palestine Church
Road,
Road, Poor Farm
Pottenown Road. Saddle Lane.
• Skimmer Drive. Thomas Lime.
US 641 South. Wail Cemetery.
and Willow Circle.
The sites were selected by
of Waste
Division
state
Management officials from a list
reported hy property ow tiers to

the county. Burton said the sites
were assigned priority on the
basis of content and environmental factors such as proximity
to schools and water sources.
State funding_for the clean-up_
comes from a $1.75 remediation
fee attached to each ton • of
garbage generated in Kentucky
and disposed of at a municipal
solid waste disposal facility.
Burton noted previously that
illegal dumping is a seriotls
problem in Calloway County
and that she is working to put an
end to it. She pointed out that
there are legal ways to dispose
of unwanted items, some of
which will pay dollars per
pound.
She said people can contract
with one of at least four private
businesses now offering garbage
pick-up in the county or refuse
.can he_ taken_ to_ _the_ Murray
Transfer Station located on
Putt's Road. The facility charges
537 per ton for disposal.
Also, discarded metal and

appliances, which comprise a
large percentage of the illegally
dumped materials, can be taken
to the Murray Recycling LLC on
—Key Auto Parts,
WiziOds &reefor
located on Highway 121 S,
according to Burton. Both businesses offer payment for scrap

!octal.

the state's earnings are made in
health care, and White said that
was an even higher nearly 12
percent in the Purchase Area. In
many communities. like Murray:
hospitals are among the largest
employers and also feed the
economy with their purchasing
supplies and materials.
Still. Kentucky. is in a health
care crisis. He said contributing

to that crisis is the fact hospitals
are cutting services. For
instance, he said, at least three
hospitals ceased their obstetrics
care.
Also. White said about 60
percent of the physician-to-be
residents are leaving Kentucky
for other states and hundreds of
other doctors have left for bordering states. White said the ris-

ing costs of medical liability'
insurance have prompted their
departures. Unless legislators
cap jury awards and keep the
system from fostering frivolous
lawsuit filings, White said the
trend will only continue.
"I don't know if Laura and I
have painted the best picture of
health care in Kentucky, but it's
important to our citizens and
businesses," White said.
In a question-and-answer
portion of White's presentation.
Dr. Bill Giese. a certified radiation oncologist at MurrayCalloway County' Hospital's
Cancer Center, said the decline
in health, care isn't just about
insurance premiums.
"It's technology that's the
real problem." Giese said.
"Everyone feels they are entitled
to the best technology. We have
that technology. hut it's hard to
say your mom shouldn't get a
$20,000 CAT scan when there is
some research it's better."

a

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times Photo

A truck camper top, the front end body of a Pontiac, discarded appliances and other refuse could be found at a
second dumpsite near the intersection of Cherry Corner
Road and Highway 280 in southeast Calloway County.

•Health ...
From Front
Ihe alarming health care system affects el. eryone. even
someone who is perfectly
healthy, because costs are rising
in every aspect. Since 1970, the
health care economy has doubled to 14 percent of the gross
domestic product. White said.
In Kentucky. 10.4 percent of
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She hopes people will take
advantage of the services and
not dump unwanted items
alongside county -roads:. They
need to look into this," she said.
"People are dumping things that
they could get money for."
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NOTICE
•A special-called meeting
of the Business License
Ordinance Ad Hoc Committee
of the Hazel City Commission
is scheduled for 5:15 p.m.
today at Hazel City Hall. The
committee has been charged
with determining how the
city's business licensing ordinance will be enforced which
includes a survey of the city's
antiques and collectibles dealers.
III To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

Forecast
Tonight will be mostly clear
with lows in the mid 50s.
Friday will he partly cloudy
with highs in the upper 70s. followed by lows in the upper 50s
Friday night With partly cloudy
skies.

LOCAL/REGIONAL
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Parents charged in daughter's disappearance
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) - The
parents qf a baby missing for
nearly a year were arrested in
Tennessee and returned to
Kentucky to face manslaughter
charges.

Photo provided

Lions (from left) Scott Turner. Jim Nance, Einar Jenstrom, and Ev Craig handle onair duties during the Lions Club Radio Auction. The auction continues tonight from
6 until 9 p.m. or later on WNBS 1340 AM.

how many buildings were built,
how much the endowment has
proven willing to sacrifice the grown," said Rita Bornstein, a
doctoral credential for political former president of Rollins
connections. The University of College in Florida, who previNorth Carolina recently tapped ously headed development at the
former White House Chief of University of Miami.
Against that backdrop, colStaff Erskine Bowles, while
Radford University hired the lege trustees reason that it's foolhead of the Virginia Lottery. In ish to limit the applicant pool to
Colorado, the community col- those who have mastered the
lege system and two of its cam- kind of narrowly focused scholpuses are led by former mem- arly work required to earn a docbers- of -Gov.--Bitt-Owens' -cabi- torate and ascend -the academic
net, only one of whom has a ladder.
Faculty, for their part, don't
doctorate.
The reason is clear: the job of want to work for poor, badly
college president is increasingly managed institutions. But some
worry about the new presidents'
a financial one.
The Chronicle survey found commitment to the unique cul53 percent of presidents worked ture of academic life _ notably
on fundraising every day. more professors' freedom to teach and
than any other activity. Asked research topics that may he neihow they defined success, the ther popular nor profitable.
With outsiders, "the burden
most common reply was "having a balanced budget." beating of proof is always on the candiout "excellent quality of educa- date to prove they can adjust to
the culture and protect academic
tional programs."
A president's "legacy is freedom." said Roger Bowen,
almost always cited in terms of general secretary of the

From Front

.Association
of
American
University Professors.
Bornstein, who has written a
book about how can college
presidents can build "legitimacy," says she faced skepticism
among some Rollins faculty
about her fundraising background (she also has a doctorate
in education and had taught).
But, she says, good leaders
can make it work. And even
Bowen acknowledges some,
presidents with thinner academic backgrounds have thrived.
while many from traditional
academic routes have flopped.
Lindgren. who has been
Johns Hopkins University's
chief fundraiser, has a law
degree from the University of
Florida and a master's in mahagement from Oxford. but has
never taught his own Class. He
knows he will have to earn trust,
hut believes development work
can be good training for a president because it offers exposure
to every aspect of a college.
Also. "development officers

Johnnie and Sandy Gray
were taken into custody in
Way nesboro,
Tenn.,
by
McCracken County sheriffs
deputies on Wednesday. The
couple waived extradition and
were being held in the
McCracken County Regional
Jail.
Last Friday, a McCracken
County grand jury indicted the
couple on charges of seconddegree manslaughter and tam-wring with physical evidence.
They also face numerous misdemeanor charges.
The Grays have said they lost
their 10-month-old daughter,
Katie, last Nov. 29 when Johnny
Gray could not hang on to the
child's baby seat as it was
removed from a car that stalled
in a flooded creek. Investigators
have notfound Katie's body or a
car seat after searching the creek
and the wooded area near the
Grays' former apartment near
Lone Oak.

wind up spending a lot of time
with presidents," said Lindgren.
who has worked under seven of
them at Florida and Hopkins.
t:You learn a lot about the business, traveling around, all those
airplane rides and car rides.
You're talking — a lot of times
— about what's on the president's mind."
Political science professor
Lauren Bell said Lindgren persuaded her and the two other
Randolph-Macon faculty on the
search committee that he was
the best of the 100 candidates.
When she polled faculty before
the search, some -were wary of
picking a non-scholar. But others wanted someone who could
boost the college's $100 million
endowment.
"There are some people Who
said,'There are.no problems that
we have here that can't be solved
with lots of money. So get us
somebody Who can get-us lots of
money.-

was given an 18-month sentence
that was probated for two years.
The Grays are scheduled to
he arraigned Dec. 16. Johnnie
Gray is being held on a $1.5.0(X)
bond, and his wife's bond is
S14.000, according to a jail official.
The Gray., had moved to
Tennessee, where he is originally from, sometime after their
disappearance.
daughter's
Hollow dl said.
McCracken County sheriffs
Detective Tom Emery said the
Grays left a 2-week-old daughter with relatives, hut the infant
was placed in foster care by
Tennessee social services on
Wednesday.

According to the manslaughter indictment. the Grays either
wantonly caused the death of
Katie Gray or wantonly failed to
make a proper effort to prevent
the death" of their daughter.
If convicted, the 38-year-old
Johnnie Gray. could. face five to
10 years in prison on the
manslaughter charge and I to 5
years on the tampenng charge.
Sandy Gray. 34. also is
charged with being a persistent
felony offender. As a result, she
could face 10 to 20 years on the
manslaughter charge if convicted, said, Chris Hollowell. an
assistant commonwealth's attorney in McCracken County. She
was convicted in 2000 on a
methamphetamine charge and
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998 Applevvood - $327,500
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647 Green Plains - $286,000

919 Johm Robertson Rd. - $192,500
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Questions
for Cheney
Dick Cheney has a long and wonderful record of ser%ice to
America. As vice president. he's helped carry forward the Reagan
focus on making support for freedom central to our foreign policy.
But the indictment of his top aide raises important questions.
I ) Did he discuss with "Scooter" Libby
whether to release Valerie Plame's name to the
.
media?
2i When her name did surface in the press,
did he ask Libby if he was the source'! -3) When a probe was ordered into who
leaked the CIA operative's name to the press, did
he ask Libby if he was the source'?
41 Since he himself had twice told Libby
about Plame, what did he say to Libby when he
read media reports that Libby had told a federal
grand jury that he learned about Plame's role
Morris
from a reporter?
Advisory
Not that the indictment has told us that it
By Dick Morris was Cheney who first told Libby about Flame,
Syndicated
the vice president's long silence on his role here
Columnist
becomes less reasonable.
Here we have a vice president sitting quiet
while a special prosecutorial inquiry swirls
around the White House — and the president demands to know
who leaked. A vice president who remains silent about his own role
in telling his top aide about her job.
It is simply beyond believability that Cheney — with national
attention on the matter ratcheting up day by day — never asked his
chief of staff about-what he'd done, or about the inconsistencies
between what Cheney knew and the story Libby was telling.
Cheney's silence is especially hard to understand when we consider the media battering. that Bush -- his boss — was taking on
this. When the president asked for a special counsel, would it not
significant quantities of uraniIt's desperation time for the
haw been reasonable for Cheney. Bush's loyal No. 2. to call in the
um from Africa. Moreover, they
group that was working on the Wilson/Plante matter to check if any Democrats. Dejected because
of them was responsible for the leak'? .
still insist that Saddam sought
prosecutor Patrick Fitzgerald
That Libby may have lied before the grand jury came as a surdidn't indict just about every to buy yellowcake-from Africa.
prise to most of is. But it was no surprise to Cheney. He knew full hody in the White House and
Moreover. the French and
.well that his aide was being disingenuous in telling- a grand jury . confirm their
_German intelligence services
that he first leanied-Wiiit Pitfiliefrom-Tim -Russert. Cheney knew --11—mtaSies JboUI
also agreed With that clairn-:
because he knew that he was the one who had told him, not. some
lies that were
In the run-up to the war
journalist
ne‘er told.
major Western intellievery
perhave.committed
m`ay
aide
top
his
that
realized
Once Cheney
they arc
gence agency also agreed that
jury, did he call Libby to account'? Demand an explanation? Press
Saddam had weapons of mass
him on whether he was, in fact, the leak'? And if he didn't, why not? demanding
that the presidestruction. The Democrats
• Was his silence a signal that it was OK for Libby to continue to
. dent apologize
cover up his role,'
who voted to invade Iraq all
for I'm not
saw the same evidence about
quite sure
WMDs that the president saw.
what..
and they accepted it just as he
Making
Their carddid. Where are the lies here? • •
Sense
hoard hero.
So. from what I can gather.
By Michael
Joe Wilson.
the liberals who run the
Reagan
runs around
Democrat party want the presiSyndicated
claiming that
al
dent to lie by saying he lied,
Columnist
the president
and want him to apologize.
used 16 words
Okay. let's play their game
when
war
..Iran
LI.
he_said
through the looking
in his state of the Union speech: and go
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
liberal wonderland.
into
glass
The British go%•ernment has
301 Cannon House Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
Let's say that everything the
1-202-225-3115
learned that Saddam Hussein •
www house.gov/whitheld
liberal media, and the liberal.
recently sought significant
pundits and the liberal..
U.S. Sen.. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
Lmanfitie:s of uranium from
Democrats and poor disoriented
20510
D.C.
Building
Washington,
137ARussell Senate Office
Africa."
Joe Wilson are saying is the
1-202-224-4343
Pay attention to that. lie
www.pm bunningttbunriing.senate.gov
absolute truth. The President of
didn't say that Saddam tried to
the Unijed States lied us into
buy African uranium he said
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
%A:Jr in Iraq. So how do we sei
361ARussell Senate Office Building Washington. D.C. 20510
the Brits said he did. In other
things right'?
1-202-224-2541 (Washington a)
words, that statement was true.
Obviously we have to apolThe British government did tell
State Rep. Melvin Henley (R-Murray)
ogize to the Iraqis for having
us that Saddam Hussein sought
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
Room 329J. Capitol Annex
1-800-372-7181
e-mail Melvin henlevelrc ky cloy
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Through the Liberal looking glass
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Our Elected Officials
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n't we pay for our mistake by
invaded their country. Wouldn't
putting everything we destroyed
we be obliged to put that statue
of Saddam Hussein back up and back together'?
One more thing. While
reinstall Saddam in his marble
we're wandering through liberal
palaces from which we unjustly
evicted him and allow: him once wonderland, let's think the way
again to be Iraq's_absolute dic-__ _ liberals think..They believe that
it is the right thing to do to take
tutor? Shouldn't we apologize
from those who have, skim a lot
for having driven him from •
off the top to finance the liberal
power and then hand him a ton
bureaucracy. and give it to the
of money to rebuild his all his
have-nots. in small doses, of
palaces, finance the reconstruccourse. You have to keep them
tion of his country- and his tordependent on the Democrat
ture and rape rooms, and reParty. The more you take from
establish his secret police'?
the haves — who you think
Let's say we did all that to
became haves by dishonest
right the terrible wrong we did
means (you know, by working
to Iraq by allowing ourselves to
for it — the more you'll have
be deceived into attacking
them? What would we expect to to expand your bureaucracy and
ladle out more goodies to the
happen?
have-nots living on your liberal
I think the answer is obviplantation. And since we owe so
ous. Saddam would systematimuch to_the Iraqisior_having_
cally murder maim rape pr_
unjustly attacked them, should
imprison the millions of Iraqis
we not expand our generosity to
who cooperated with the coalithem and bring them onto the
tion forces in trying to democprogressive plantation'?
ratize their nation. Then he'd
I'm sure Saddam would go
torture and imprison or execute
along. After all. his party, the
millions more for having voted
in a new constitution and a new: Baathist party. was a socialist
party. just like today's
government. And he'd he back
Democrat Party. I guess that's
in Niger tying to buy yellowwhy they feel guilty over havcake and bribing.UN'nfficials
ing helped get rid of him.
with "oil for food" money.
. If we were egregiously
wrong in invadine Iraq should-

State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Frankfort, Ky. 40601

Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
1-800-372-7181
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OBITUARIES/INTERNATIONAL
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Obituaries
Melton Paschall
Paschall, 99, Chattanooga, Tenn., died Tuesday, Nov. I.
2005, at 11:55 P.m. at Hamilton County Nursing Home.
A veteran of World War II, he served in both
the European and Pacific Theaters. He attended
Murray Normal School and was a member of
Oak Grove Baptist Church.
Preceding him in ,death were four sisters,
Verna Orr, Tyra Milstead, Ayma Swan and Edna
Coffey, and one brother, Mason Paschall. Born
Aug. 12,1906, he was the son of the late Matt Paschall and Belle
Cochran Paschall.
Survivors include four nieces, Mrs. Willis Crockett, Nashville,
Tenn., Mrs. Geraldine Myers, Hazel, Mrs. Dortha Holt, Jackson,
Tenn., and Mrs. Betty Strader, Calvert City; one nephew, R.E. Orr,
Clarksville, Tenn.
A graveside service will be Friday at 2 p.m. at the Oak Grove
Cemetery. The Rev. Tim Cole will officiate. Visitation will be at
Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Hazel after noon on Friday.

Mrs. Virginia Irene Baker
Mrs. Virginia Irene Baker. 87, Murray, died Tuesday, Nov. 1,
2005, at 9 p.m. at West View Nursing Home.
Formerly of the Tr -City community,she was of Baptist faith. She
was formerly employed at Lerman's Department Store on the courtsquare in Murray.
Preceding her in death were her husband. Dale 0. Baker, son-inlaw, Rex Alderdice. five sisters and one brother. She was the daughter of the late William Jesse Rushing and Rachel Ogden Rushing.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Nancy B. Alderdice,
Murray: four grandchildren, John Alderdice, Sedalia, Timothy
Alderdice and Thomas Alderdice, both of Murray, and Lacy
Alderdice, Mayfield.
A graveside service was today (Thursday) at II a.m. at the
Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield. The Rev. Kerry Lambert officiated. Byrn Funeral Home. Mayfield, was in charge of arrangements.

Elmo Jones
Elmo Jones, 85;Sedalia. died Tuesday, Nov. I. 2005, at 10 a.m.
at his home. A retired employee of the former Murray Division of
the Tappan Company, he was a member of Bell City Church of
Christ.
Preceding him in death were his wife. Ruth Jones, one sister,
Larue Morris, and two brothers. Hoyt Jones and Cody Jones. He was
the son of the late Charlie Jones and Ruby Mae Sims Jones.
• Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Gail Jones Shuck,
Owensboro: three sons, Roger Jones, Owensboro, and Mark Jones
and Charles Murdock Jones, both of Mayfield; one sister, Mrs.
Christine Smith. Mayfield; one brother, Dwight Jones, Sedalia; four
grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at II a.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield. Jim Canter and Kenneth Morris will officiate. Burial was in the Beech Grove Cemetery. Visitation will be at
the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Friday.

Mrs. Jo Ann Mason

Five Marines accused
of rape in Philippines

Dick, active; Brittany, Tay and Zac Mason. grandchildren, Helen.
Peggy and Rose Wiggins, Becky Page. Bea Harding and Dorotk
Alexander, honorary. Burial will follow in the Mt. Olive Church of
Christ Cemetery.Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m.
today (Thursday).

C.W. Cooper
C.W. Cooper, 75,McNeely Road, Benton, died Tuesday. Nov. 1,
2005, at 4:25 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
A retired construction worker, he was a volunteer fireman and
board member of Aurora Ross Fire Department. He was a member
of Aurora Baptist Church. He was the son of the late Ezra Cooper
and Blanche Herrington Cooper.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Sharon Frances Ingalls, Cooper;
one daughter, Mrs. Karen Denewett, Indianapolis. Ind.: three grandchildren, Christopher Shockley and David and Jason Denewett; one
great-grandchild, Samantha Denewett; two sisters, Mrs. Virginia
Smith, Benton, and Mrs. Eva Nell Orr, Murfreesboro, Tenn.; three
brothers, Jack Cooper, Indianapolis, Ind., Glyn Cooper, Scottsville.
and Billy Cooper. Smyrna, Tenn.
The funeral was today (Thursday) at II a.m. in the chapel of
Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Richard Edniinston officiated. Burial was in the Union Ridge Cemetery, Aurora. Expressions
of sympathy may be made to the American Cancer Society.

CIA accused of setting up
secret prisons in Europe
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP)The European Commission said
Thursday it will investigate
reports that the CIA set up secret
jails in eastern Europe.
The governments of the
European Union's 25 members
nations will be informally questioned about the allegations, EU
Roscam
Frilio
spokesman
Abbing said.
"We have to find out what is
exactly happening. We have all
heard about this, then we have to
see if it is confirmed."
He said such prisons could
violate EU human rights laws
and other European human
rights conventions, and as the
watchdog to ensure EU rules are
properly adhered to the
Commission would look into the
issue. He cautioned that the EU
head office as such could not
take action against member
states if they violated human

Mrs. Jo Ann Mason. 59. Farmington, died Tuesday. Nov. 1, 2005.
at 12:05 p.m. at her home. She was employed as a production operator at Briggs & Stratton and attended Lynnville Community
Church.
Her husband, Jerry M. Mason. preceded her in death. She was the
daughter of the late M.C.(Doc) Dick and Dola Cope Dick.
Survivors include one son. Keith Mason, Farmington; one sister,
Dolores Dick, Tri-City community: one brother, Bobby Dick,
Lynnville: three grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Brown
Funeral Home. Mayfield. The Rev. Steve Burkeen will officiate.
- Pallbearers will be Gerald. Kerry and Larry Wiggins. Chris
Morris. James Patterson. Bill Harding. Denny Foy and Kenneth

rights.
"As far as the treatment of
it is
prisoners is concerned
clear that all 25 member states
having signed up to European
Convention on Human Rights.
and to the International
Convention Against Torture, are
due to respect and fully implement the obligations deriving
from those treaties," Roscam
Abbing told reporters.
U.S. officials refused to confirm or deny a report by the
Washington Post that the CIA
has been hiding and interrogating top al-Qaida suspects at a
Soviet-era compound in several
eastern European countries,
some of which are EU member
states.
According to the report, a
covert prison system was set up
by the CIA nearly four years ago
which at various times included
sites in eight countries

$100 OFF
Your Choice Auto'
Collision Deductible.
Receive $100 off your deductible
. immediately and you could
qualify for $100 off each year
up to $500 total.

Thurmond

of American,troops for counter'errorism training with Filipino
soldiers.
"The perpetrators of thi,
heinous crime shall be brought
to justice." Foreign Secretary
Alberto Romulo told A news
conference.
Paredes said the five Marine,
met the Filipino woman on
Tuesday in Subic Bay. a former
U.S. naval base that has been
transformed into an industrial
and recreational hub north ot
, The woman was allegedly
raped by the Marines later that
night in a still undisclosed place
within the sprawling free port.
Paredes said.
It was not immediately clear
whether the soldiers have been
charged. But U.S. Embassy
spokesman Matthew Lussenhop
said he expected charges to be
filed soon.
"We're in control of the situation and we're not allowing that
this will he whitewashed one
way or another." Paredes said.
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By JIM GOMEZ
Associated Press Writer
MANILA. Philippines(AP)Philippine police are investigating five U.S. Marines for
allegedly raping a woman while
in the country for counterterrorism exercises. officials said
Thursday.
Philippine authorities briefly
delayed' the departure of a U.S.
warship while searching for the
five Marines, who were not
allowed to leave the country as
scheduled Thursday along with
thousands of other American
military personnel, said Zosimo
Paredes, executive director of a
government commission overseeing joint Philippine-U.S. military exercises.
The U.S. Embassy said the
United States would fully cooperate with Philippine authorities
in the matter.
"The U.S. takes reports of
violations of U.S. and Philippine
law by U.S. military personnel
very seriously," the Embassy
said in a statement.
The government expressed
concern over the alleged rape,
which could provoke fierce con-
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Women's Center fundraiser
for breast cancer in progress
As part of the Murray State University Women's Center annual fundraiser for
the Susan G. Komen Foundation this year.,
the center is selling stadium cups to raise
money.
The 22 ounce silver/gray cups with a
pink breast cancer ribbon with "Sharing
the Promise" on one side are one cup for
$3 or two cups for $5.
To purchase a cup or for more information,
contact the MSU Women's Center
Jo's
e-mail womenscenter@mur762-3140;
at
Datebook raystate.edu,by
stop by Ordway Hall, suite
or
By Jo Burkeen
of North 15th and Olive
corner
201,
at
Community
Boulevard.
Editor

West Fork plans fall festival

Photo provided
Hallelujah! Members of the First United Methodist Church choir practice a chorus from Handel's Messiah in preparation for the Second Annual Murray / Calloway County "Messiah Sing" to be held Friday, December 16, at 7:00 p.m., in
Lovett Auditorium on the Murray State University campus. All singers are invited to participate.

Messiah Sing scheduled for December 16
annual
second
The
County
Murray/Calloway
"Messiah Sing" will take place
at 7:00 p.m. on Friday. December lh, at Lovett Auditorium
on the cainpus of Murray State
University. This community
event is designed for music
lovers of all ages, both singers
and listeners.
The community chorus will
convist of the Murray State
t 7niversity Concen Choir. members it Ineed—churt4—ehoirs,

and any other interested singers.
The conductor will be Dr.
Bradley Almquist of the Murray State UniversityDepartment
of Music. Soloists will be-MSU
music students. "If you have
sung or ever wanted to sing
Handel's Messiah, put this on
your calendar now," said
Almquist. "It will be an enjoyable time for all and is sure
to he one of the highlights of
the holiday season."
Musical- scy:res and practice

CDs will be available at the
Murray State University bookstore.
George Fredrick Handel is
among the most famous of
18th century composers. The
Hallelujah Chorus from his oratorio. Messiah, may well be
his most well-known work and
is one of .the most inspiring
pieces of choral music from
that eta. The Murray / .Calloway County "Messiah Sing"
will feature choruses and sey-

eral solos from the Christmas
portion of Handel's Messiah,
and the Hallelujah Chorus.
If you wish to sing, come
to Lovett Auditorium no later
than 6:00 p.m. on December
16 for chorus seating. Musical scores will be available for
purchase at the door.
Optional rehearsals are
scheduled for December 12 and
15. For rehearsal inforrnation,
call 270-762-4288.

Programs scheduled in Land Between the Lakes
(101,)IA POND, Ky. • Land Between the Lakes has
released information about programs tor this coming week.
The Homeplace. Nature Station, Golden Pond Planetari-

• I )1 apery
ialty Rods
•
• Custom Redding
• Upholstery
• A: t essories
• I )esigo
• Co,toin Blinds .AvailithIc

urn and Elk & Bison Prairie
are open daily.
Deep Impact-Rendezvous
with a Comet will he shown
at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday and at mxin
Monday through Friday at the
Golden Pond Planetarium. Also
shown will be Ring World at
II a.m. and 3 p.m. Saturday.
and Sunday and_z_ialm,_ Etday. and Kentucky Skies at I
p.m. Saturday and Sunday

The IFith. annual "Between
the Rivers " reunion V4'a; held
Sept. 17 at "Star Camp" by
about 200 former residents,
friends, and neighbors of the
"Between the Risers" section
of Lyon County
These people traveled from

Events at the Nature Station include "Fall Frolic Weekend" and Smokey Bear appearances, Fall Flayride from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. with cost being $1
per person and trips leaving
hourly and "Autumn Art" from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday;"Home Grown
Bluegrass Tuners at 1 and 2
p.m. and 'Sense-sationaL Hike
at 2 p.m. on Saturday: "hibernation Ilideaways at 2 pm_ on

all ter Kentucky. as well as
Illinois. Tennessee. Georgia.
Missouri, Indiana. New Jersey.
Arizona. Texas, and California.
Among those attending were
Jewell•Lovell. 87, Audrey Jones.
86. Dora Timmons. 86, Ken=

Sunday.
Events at The Homeplace
will be "Hands-On-History:
Putting Up For Winter" from
lo a.m. to 3 p.m. on 5aturday; "Bending Over Backwards" from I to 3 p.m. on
Sunday
For more information regarding times of programs and any
admission costs, call toll free
-800- LBI.-7077 or 1-270-92420(16 ,,r

neth Cox, 85, Margie Mitchusson.84, Estill McKendree, 84,
R.B. Holland. 83. Elwood
Forsythe, 82, and Dona Doom,
SO. Winning the prize for the
most beautiful was Mrs. Gola

•See Page 7A
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West Fork Baptist Church will have a fall festival on Saturday at 3 p.m. Events for children include horse rides and
other games, and for youth. basketball shoot-out, cake walk,
horse shoes, etc. A chili supper will be served at 5 p.m. followed by bonfire and short worship service, hayride and hot
dog roast. For more information call Pastor Wayne Carter at
753-1519.

Chuck Wagon Gang here tonight
The Church Wagon .Gang will present a program of gospel
music at Salem Baptist Church, north of Lynn Grove, tonight
at 7 p.m. A freewill offering will be taken.

Auction continues tonight
Murray and Hazel Lions Clubs annual radio auction to sumport their eye conservation programs will continue tonight at
6 p.m. over WNBS Radio.

Mother to Mother Group to meet
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
will meet Friday at 10:30 a.m. at Calloway Public Library.
Featured will be refreshments and door prizes. Pregnant moms,
dads and older children are welcome. For more information
call Tiffany Rougher at 436-5657.

Woman's Show Saturday
The fifth annual Woman's Show, hosted by Calloway County Homemakers and co-sponsored by Murray Ledger & Times
and Chamber of Commerce. will be Saturday from 9 a.m. to
2 p.m. at Weaks Community Center. Admission is free with
door prizes to be given. Lunch of hot dogs. potato soup or
chili, home baked pies and drink will be available for $5 per
person. Featured will he 33 booths for all types of items.

March of Dimes event Saturday
The Regional Division of March of Dimes will have its
annual fundraiser Walk America in Calloway County on Saturday at the Playhouse in the Park. Registration will be at
9:30 a.m. and the walk will begin-at 10 a.m. Everyone can
participate. Free snacks and drinks will be provided at the finish of the walk. For more information contact Tom Dolan at
tdolarKgmarchofdimes.com or 1-800-365-8603,

_Goshen UMW Bazaar Saturday
The Goshen UMW Bazaar will be Saturday from 8 a.m. to
noon in the fellowship center of Goshen United Methodist
Church, located behind the church on St. Rt. 121 North and
Highway 299 at Stella. Items for sale_ will include homemade
cakes, cookies, pies, candy, breads, jellies, jams. preserves, relishes. ketchup and crafts, along with attic treasures.

Good Shepherd UMC plans bazaar
Good Shepherd United Methodist Church. St. Rt. 121
and Cherry Corner Road, will have its annual holiday
on Saturday from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. This will feature
fast, lunch, dessert, bake sale, clothing, crafts, dishes,
knacks, books, toys, etc.

South
bazaar
breakknick-

Lutheran Christmas Bazaar Saturday

(ALL EON APPOINTMENT

K VI •FWIAI,• H4IRCARE
t.
\RING
•M
icuRFS Am)PrincuREs
•St
•Ako‘i ‘i HIRAM •BODY WICVS •GEL NAlts
•\

270-753-6361

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE
\anted One of Imerie-W,fastest Growing Salmis

An

AVEDA
Concept Solon

\inn.-!burs. 4-8, Fri. 9-5, Sat, 8-2
11417 tohn%on Bh d. • Murray • 270-787-0760

Immanuel Lutheran Church ladies will have their annual
Christmas Bazaar on Saturday from 8 a.m. to I p.m. at the
church. South 15th and Main Streets. Featured: will be many
handmade crafts, baked goods, canned jellies and fruit.

Art Guild plans holiday sale •
Murray Art Guild. 103 North Sixth St., will have its annual holiday gallery sale on Friday and Saturday from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. A variety of fine art and crafts will be offered by
a wide range of artists and craftsmen from throughout the
region. For more information call 753-4059.

Humane Society plans bazaar

Iling Hills

user
Here in Murray you'll find Shelter Insurance
Agent Jack Romaine. We're proud to serve this
community and our customers. Call today and
ask about our services.

Gifts
HWY.641 N. • MURRAY rorigii
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852

Fall Is For Planting
• Holly
• Boxwood
• Dogwood

Jack Romaine
1(15 N. 12th St.
Murray. KY 42071
75971033

SHELTER
155115 ANCI.

• Maples
• Oaks
• Tulip Bulbs

50% OFF
All Halloween
& Fall Home Decor

The Humane society of Calloway County will have its annual holiday bazaar and bake sale on Saturday from 9 a.m. to
2 p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway County Public Library.
Persons may bring their pets for photographs in the annex of
the library. Donations will be accepted at the library' between
10 a.m. and 5 p.m. Friday. For more information .call 7591884 or 492-8533.

Glory Bound will be tonight
Glory Bound Entertainment ssill he tonight from 7 to 9
p.m. at the Weaks Community Center. This weekly event is
spOnsored by Goshen United Methodist Church. The public is
invited and there is no charge. Items for Need Line will .be
taken. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643 or
Renee Taylor at 753-1824.

Shrine club plans meeting
Murray Shrine Club and Ladies of The Nile will meet
tonight at 6:30 .m. at the club building on St. Rt. 121 North.
All members and prospective members are encouraged to attend.
A meal will be served.

Accepting New Patients
iufltb

1' diti tfluz

Ear, Nose & Throat
of Murray
Pkillip Mapper. M.D.
Fleariug Aids
No Referral:: Required -

Col kx Appoinknent(270)7
%wew shelterinsuronce corn

Seek Shelter Tocloyl
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Senior Interview Days scheduled at both local high schools
Resumes, interview questions, and prepared senior
students eager to explore the
work world after high school
are all
found at
the Senior
Interview
Days to be
held on
Nov. 29 at
Murray
High
School and
on Dec. 6
Extension at CalNotes
loway
By
County
Ginny Harper High
Calloway
respectiveCounty Agent ly.
for 4-H/Youth
"These
Development
days are
great
opportunities for our students. We so appreciate the
community members who
share their time and skills
with our students, " relates Jean Bennett, Community
Education Coordinator.
Students gain a personal
experience with a community
member in a career the student plans to pursue. Students learn to prepare
resumes, to dress for an
interview and to answer and
ask appropriate questions in
an interview. They also have
opportunity to evaluate the
experience and write a thank
you note to community
member.
The seniors have such a
variety of interests and
career directions; more community members are needed
to assist in interviewing.
Many community members
have already volunteered to

TI

a

.e

)fl

nes
to
th
or
er

assist in the days. Immediate
needs of a Law/Criminal
Justice. Cosmetology. Computer SciencelTechnology/Networking, Medical Field, Photography, Pharmacy and Veterinary Medicine have been
identified.
All interested community
members are welcome to
assist in this exciting effort.
A community member is
committing to approximately
an hour and half block of
time to interview three students interested in his/her

specific career or career
cluster. These Senior Interview Days are a collaborative effort of the Calloway
County 4-H Program and
school personnel.
During November, -We aS
a community are challenged
to empower our youth.
Senior Interview Days are a
great way to assist in the
empowerment of our youth,
Call the Extension Office to
volunteer to interview students on either Nov. 29 at
Murray or Dec. 6 at Cal-

loway.
Upcoming Events:
•Area Records and Honors Applications due Nov. 7
by 3 p.m.
III 4-H Banquet Sign Up
-by Nov. 11 by calling the
Extension Office.
•Mr. And Miss 4-H
Applications and Community
Service Club Applications are
available at the Extension
Office. Applications due Nov.
11.
IN Dusty Spurs Horse
Club will meet 'Nov. 10 at

6:30 p.m. at the Extension
Office.
III Purchase Area 4-H
Records and Honor Recognition at the Curtis Center
from 10 a.m. to noon on .
Nov% - 12;
MI 4-H Banquet Nov. 19
at 6 p.m. .at First United
Methodist Church
SI Senior interview Days
at Nov. 29 from 8:30 a.m.
to 2:30 p.m. at Murray High
Library.
The Calloway County
Cooperative Extension Ser-

hOW fk4A-f. looks 4reAf on

vice is open Monday through
Friday from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. The phone number is
753-1452 and the fax is
/59-4243. The Calloway
County 4-H Council receives
fuudiog from the MtuniyCalloway County United
Way.

Educational programs of
the Kentucky Cooperative
Extension Service serve all
people regardless of race.
color. age. sex, religion, disability or national origin.

you!

excl

ite

Birth
Announcement

Friday,

Saturday,

November 4
Zachery Thomas
Bazzell

Zachery
Thomas
Bazzell
Mr. and Mrs. Joey Bazzell,
Jackson Road., Hardin, are the
parents of a son, Zachery
Thomas Bazzell. born on Friday. Oct. 14, 2005, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
and 6 ounces and measured
20 1/2 inches. The mother is
the former Erica Hughes.
Grandparents are Max Hughes of Farmington, Shirley Hughes of Murray, and Bobby and
Liz Bazzell of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Ann
Hays and the late Curtis Hays
of Murray, Howard Bazzell of
Hickory Woods Retirement
Center and the late Sue Bazzell,
the late Bun Harlan and Mary
Fran Hughes and the late Dewey
and Gertrude Pace.

SENIORS
55 & OVER
Take an extra
15% off your
purchase

November 5
TAKE AN EXTRA

15% off
Your entire purchase
including regular
and sale prices

'Offer valid Friday. November 4, 2005 on almost everything in the store! Excludes
.88-ending reduced items, branded denim & twill bottoms, clearance, Docirerso,
family shoes. Goody's gift card purchases. Y,E.S.* value items, fragranoes,
cosmetics. tuxedo rentals & sales, Homedics. As Seen on TV items,
layaway 8 prior purchases. May riot be ueed with any other
caroms or decant offers. See store associate for
details. Offer valid in-store only.

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
9 a.m.-11 p.m.

"Offel valid Saturday, November 5.2005 on almost everything in the store! Excludes
88-ending reduced items. branded denim & twill bottoms, clearance. Dockers ,
family shoes, Goody's gift card purchases. Y.E.S.° value items. fragrances,
cosmetics, tuxedo rentals & sales, Homedics, As Seen on TV items,
layaway & prior purchases. May not be used with any other coupons
or discount offers. See store associate for details. Offer valid
in-store only

Reunion
From Page 6A
Ramage Beaman of Paducah,
and was 96 on Sept. 2.
There were several children in attendance including
James Lacy, 9 months, grandson of Jim and Raye Forsythe
of Puryear. Tenn., along with
Graycee Lynn Clark. 5 months
old, from Ledbetter. greatgranddaughter of Billy and Carolyn Bonds of Farmington,
being the youngest.
Taking the prize for traveling the greatest distance was
Elsie Smith Jennings, from
Dublin, Calif.
Music was arranged by Donald and Mary Forsythe. along
with Jack and Sadie Gattis,
Otis and Bobbie Elkins, J.T.
Bell. Doug and Joyce Champion. Barry McDowell and Sue
Hawk and Tabitah Rowland.

save a total of

64-76%
off originally marked prices

all .00 ending ticketed clearance items*
*excludes branded denim & twill bottoms,.88 ending reduced itemsA& previous purchases
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$10 Gift Card with every $50 purchase)
A
1314NDZ
Basic Blinctz Faux Wood Plantation Blinds. Offer valid through 11/13/05 See store for details

$2298each
27" x 64" Honey Oak
Faux Wood Blind
•1-1/2* slats *Moisture
resistant *Also available
in 2 white *156048

Improving Home Improvement.

10% off Installed Carpet
Applies to all in-stock and SOS carpet purchased and Installed through Lowe's. Discount
applies to carpet, pad and installation. Cannot be combined with any other otters or applied
to poor purchases Discount taken at register. Offer valid now - 11/20/05. See store for details.

188
9 Light Libbe 2-Tier Chandelier
with FREE Light Semi-Flushmount
*Antique brass finish *Requires nine 60-watt bulb(s)
*Requires one 60-watt bulb(s) "Ceiling mount
*120863
via mail-in rebate on Pero°
Casual Living, Pergo American
Cottage, and Swiftlock Premium
laminate flooring Offer valid
now - 11/27/05 Cannot be
combined with any other offers
Of applied to prior purchases
See store for details

rfsq ft
30
° F?ef

HO PERGO

LYNIPTC

680

INTERIOR LATEX
FLAT

$1592

1 -Gallon

Premium Flat Interior Paint
.25-year warranty "One-coat ColorLast" formula
*Exceptional durability *Beautiful nch finish iiNeW
low-odor formula *52902

each

12" a 12 Ceramic Tile

5-Gallon Flat Interior Paint #15085-

*65338,188333

$74

GREAT VALUES
IN TIME FOR THE HOLIDAYS
1$20 Gift Card
-

via mail-in rebate with purchase of a Kohler
Ilighkne Toilet. Offer valid 11/1/05 - 12/16/05}

$10 Gift Card .
via mail-in rebate with purchase pt any American
Standard drop in or undermount lavatory. Offer valid
through 12/3/05. *120845, 139903, 150885, 54974.
\,......139833. 155383, 211118, 139803

KOHLER

$3476 PEERLEI/ $179
Peerless Chrome Lavatory Faucet

Brushed Nickel Lavatory Faucet
•-S4-,110 Lass ,C,nstruction

*Sold 5i ass unstiii.tioni •Lirrrted iifetime
*100718

letime

warranty'0185434

auanty

The Complete Solution- Toilet

Rope Twist Countertop Sink

'bowl iringenium• flushing
•ElorigateC Comfort Height
system delivers an efficient, quiet flush *Includes: tank,
bowl, seat, wax ring, and bolts *212690

*White *Vitreous china construction
.20-7/8°W x 18-1/8-L x 6'D *4" faucet
*Faucet sold seperately #54974

FREE

BATHROOM
ACCESSORIES

nil
$259

Komi
CER
CK.

Portrait 2-Piece Toilet
•Elongated • et combination
onstruction *20503, 20471

+

American
Red Cross

EVERYDAY

LOW PRICES
GUARANTEED

Free Kohler Fairfax accessory set polished chrome toilet paper
holder, towel nng and 18" towel bar) via mail-in rebate with purchase
of Memoirs. Portrait or Pinoir toilet and pedestal lavatory.

$328

*35421. 223964, 39562. 177946, 35266. 35262, 20503. 20471,
22130. 24686, 55137. 55398. 201738

Portrait- 2-Piece Pedestal
*Vitreous china construction *27' a 19-3/8* x 34'
#35262 35266

Offer valid 11/1/05-12/16/05 See store for details

Through donations and matching funds, Lowe's and its customers have donated over $8 million
to the American Red Cross disaster relief fund. Thank you for helping to make a difference.
If you happen to find a lower pnce on the
identical stook item at any local retail
competitor, and provide confirmation of
that pnce, well match it and beat their
pnce by an additional 10%

For the Lowe's nearest you, call
1-800-993-4416 or visit us online at Lowes.com

P.-es mav vary Met November 7,2006. # there we market variations Was prioes.in this advertisement were in effect on October 27. 2005 and may vary based on Lowe's Every Day Low Price pohcy. See store for details regarding product
w,v7,v-ries We reserve the right to *re quantities We reserve the right to Wart quantities 02005 by Lowe s All rights reserved Lowe's and the gable design are registered trademarks of LF, LLC, 6275

31147160005 OS'XIV 037030000* 061062 i32

ries
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Murray High vs. Russellville

ECA Preview

Rejuvenated Panthers
ready for playoff battle
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
Since taking over the
Russellville High School football program a year ago, John
Myers has been "recruiting the
halls every day" in an effort to
revive the fortunes of the
Panthers, a one-time Class A
power in western Kentucky.
Myers' work is quickly getting attention as he has taken a
4-7 team from a year ago and
turned it into a 7-3 squad this
year. Myers' and Russellville's
reward for their hard work is a
trip to Roy Stewart Stadium on
Friday to square off against
Murray High in the first round
of the Class A state playoffs at
7:30 p.m.
The Tigers and Panthers have
met nine times in the last eight
years, with Murray holding an
8-1 advantage in those games
against its counterparts from the
Second District.
The Tigers have t,hree wins
against Russellville in the playoffs and five wins against the
Panthers in the regular season,
including a triple-overtime 3024 loss in 1999.
Mayfield, the First District's
best team, will host Hancock

2005 TIGER SCHEDULE
(a9 home games a3 Murray Sale)
Aug_ 20
Aug. 26
Sep. 2
Sep.9
SIP- 16
Sep,23
Sep.30
Oct. 7
Oct. 14
00,
Oct 28
Nov. 4

2005 Tiger Stata
Murray
Opponents

Open
at Fulton City
Mayfield • ,3
FulIon Go.
'
el Onto Co.
Fluisseaviget

• — CLass A First District garne
— Class A First Ostrict game

2005 DISTRICT STANDINGS
Ma yfiekl
Raton County
Murray
Fulton City
BaltertiMemorial

7-3
6-4
4-6
24
2-8

This week's games
Murray vs Russellinke
Mayfield wsliencocit Co

Wits
153
492
2926
32-80-5
490
3,416
204
74-618

41
53

55 58 69 - 223
97 103 84 • 339

ftrst Bonne
Rushes
Rushing Yards
Passing
Posing Ueda
Total Yards
Pumbas4044
Penalties

O.
132
283
1928
55121-7
953
2.847
239
49-338

Rushing• Jon Wilson 227-1533 1310, thign
%fine 127-699 1270, Austin Wells 34-179
TO, ilation Hammonds 13-87, Ore*
Stephens 13-52, Jamie King 16-100, Tawny
McIntosh 2-5, Roman Kelly 5-8, Jordan
Garland 1-1, Adam Hasket 1-5. Nathan
lilialson 1-2, Cols Hurt 3-11 WM Pierian 1-4
heft - Hugh Room 31-75-5 464 3113
Drew Stephens 1-3-0 26, Taylor Pierce 0-1 •
0. Jos Denim 0-1-0
AmOivlitO - Drew Steelier* 8149 TO. Jos,
Benton 11-177 2TD Joey Jackson 4-57,
Taylor Plaice 3-27, Jon Wilson 5-54. Htvli
Hans 1-26.

County at 7:30 p.m. Friday, vision a year ago to start rewrii
while Fulton County travels to ing some of those long-standing
Crittenden County to battle the records.
Rockets at 7:30. Finally, Fulton
"We're a very
much
City travels to Metcalfe County improved ballclub." he said.
"However, the injury bug bit us
for a 7 p.m. game.
Myers is very aware of the about halfway into our season,
record between Murray and
Russellville. hut it was his •See TIGERS Page 2B

MICHAEL DANN/Fi(e Photo

Murray High head coach
Lee Edwards has led the
Tigers to a 4-6 record in his
first season as a head
coach.

Sparks paces UK in exhibition win
LEXINGTON,. Ky. (AP) -Patrick Sparks scored 15 points
to lead Kentucky to an 80-51
exhibition victory Wednesday
night over NCAA Division II
Northern State.
Sparks scored 10 points in
the second half and scored seven
points during an 18-4 run late in
the contest as Kentucky pulled
away down the stretch.
Sparks connected on his only
3-pointer during the decisive
spree and had six assists.
Sheray Thomas and Rainel
Bradley followed Sparks with
nine points each. Matt Hammer led Northern
State with
points.
The Wildcats shot 51 percent
from the field, but made just
four shots from long range.
Kentucky also struggled from
the free-throw line, making just
eight free throws on 16 attempts.
The Wildcats held a slim 40-31
edge on the boards and forced
25 turnovers.
Northern State trailed 42-29
with 14:17 rernaining but couldn't get any closer. Kentucky
held a 21-12 lead with 6:30
remaining in the first half, but
outscored the.Wolves 14-3 in the
final six minutes for a 35-15
halftime advantage.
Jared Carter, a 7-foot-2 freshman center, came off the bench
to score four points during the
spree. while Kentucky's defense
forced five turnovers in the run.
Carter finished with eight points
and seven rebounds.

By ERIC WALKER
Managing Editor
Aristotle coined the phrase
that the whole is greater than the
sum of its parts. Eastwood
Christian Academy basketball
coach Joey Adair, though; is putting that phrase inio practice.
The Warriors, who tip off
their season Friday night in
Nashville, Tenn., feature a 10man unit with numerous interchangable pieces that underscore what Adair feels is a consistency and balance in this
year's team..
"We're very balanced. All
five (starters) play interchangable positions," he said.
-We don't have a deep team. but
we'll be consistent."
And that consistency is
grounded in full-court pressure
and an up-tempo style of play
keyed by a core group of players
who have been in the ECA program for the past three years.
and who led the Warriors to a
27-6 record last season.
The starting five boil down to
basically five guards — point
guard David Craig, shooting
guard Erik Ramsey, and the
front court of forwards Brandon
Burgle. Marcus Harrel/ and
Jordan Harrell. The bench
fatihds out with John Craig.
Zachary
David
Leonard,
Stewart, Brandon Reeves, and
Thomas Wilson.
"We'll run from the first
quarter to the fourth quarter."
Adair said of this team's style.
conditioning and court sense.
"Every guy knows his role, has a
role and plays in that role. They
know where they're supposed to
be, they pick theright spots. and
they're a good shooting team, as
Covering the past six years.
which has -seen several Warriors
continue- playing into college.
Adair. who also serves as the
pastor _ al___Eastweed_ gaptist__•

Eastwood
Christian
Academy
2005-06
Basketball
Nov.
4
8
15
17-19

Nashville Cent. 6 p.m
6 p.m
Northside
Fulton City 6:30 p.m.
Hendersonville. Tenrt.
(tournament)
21 Comm. Christian 5:30 p.m

Dec.
2
6
9-10
16
Jan.
6 _
10
12-14
20
27
31
Feb.
3
8-10
23-24

Nashville Cent. 6 p.m.
Northside
6 p.m
Nashville Cent.
(tournament)
Living Word 6 p.m.

Faith Heritage 6 p.m.
6 p.m.
Grace
South Haven
(tournament)
South Haven 6 p.m.
6 p.m.
South Haven
6 p.m.
Grace

Faith Heritage 6 p.m.
Hammond
(tournament)
Northside of Louisville
(tournament)

Bold=Home Games

Roster
Starters: David Craig. Erik
Ramsey. Brandon Burgle.
Harrell,
Jordan
Marcus
Harrell.
Team: John Craig. David
Leonard, Zachary Stewart.
Brandon Reeves. Thomas
Wilson,
opponent. hut not blown out.
And they sneak and .win games
they shouldn't."
-Eastwood's opening-oppoNash% ille
Central
nent.
Christian. closed out the
Warriors season last year by
being dealt a 45-44 loss in
Music City. Jordan Harrell's
layup with two.seconljs left gas e
ECA the win.
Central. also known as the
Warriors, are a home schoolbased team with players from a
four-state area — Tennessee.
Kentucky, Alabama and Illinois.

Church, said this could -be his
best shooting team.
Fundamentals are another
key for the Warriors. as well.
"We've worked on that the
last several years," Adair said.
"If you've got a team that's fundamentally sound. they're pretty
much -in it to the end of the
game. They won't get blown
out. They'll get beat by a better •See ECA Page 2B

AP

Kentucky's Rekalin Sims drives past Northern State's Levi Hamilton during the first half
of Wednesday's exhibition game at Rupp Arena in Lexington. The Wildcats won 80-51.

Uof1_,-Pitt not glamour game expected
(AP) LOUISVILLE, Ky. — The game
Louisville vs. Pittsburgh
loomed large before the football season
Site: Papa John's Cardinal
began.
Stadium. Louisville. Ky.
Thursday night. National television.
Kickoff 6 30 p.m. CST.
Today
Defending Big East Conference champion
Records: Pittsburgh (4-4.
Pittsburgh against league newcomer
3-1 Big East Conference).
Louisville (5-2, 1-2).
Louisville, the team picked ahead of Pitt in
Series: Pittsburgh leads
the preseason as the league favorite.
26-18-1
"All year and all summer we worked
Last Meeting: Louisville 33. Pittsburgh 29, Oct 1.
1994, in Louisville, Ky
hard, and we had this thought that Pittsburgh
Coaches: Dave Wannstedt Pittsburgh (4-4, first seawould be the game that would determine
son; 4-4, first season overall): Bobby Petrino.
Louisville (25-7. third season: 25-7. third season overhow the season would go." Louisville wide
all).
receiver Joshua Tinch said. "It's still the
RadlofTelevision: ESPN. with Mike Tirico. Kirk
game that will determine how our season
Herbstreit and Erin Andrews: Westwood One. with
FM).
Tony Roberts and Fran Curci, WPGB 1047(
will go."
WBGG (970 AM) in Pittsburgh and Pittsburgh ISP
Perhaps. but not for the reasons many
Bill
Fraic
and
Sports Network. with Bill Hiligrove,
Penny Semaia: WHAS (840 AM) in Louisville. with
expected. Losses by No. 24 Louisville (5-2.
and
Doug
Ormay
Paul
Rogers.
Craig
Swabek
1-2 Big East) and Pitt(44, 3-1) have taken
some of the luster off the matchup, but the
a great opportunity for us,- Wannstedt said.
game at Louisville still has bowl implicahow I'm looking at it, and that's how
"That's
tions for both teams.
football team is looking at it."
I
think
our
Pitt lost its first three games — including
cautioned about looking
Wannstedt
But
a 16-10 overtime stunner against Ohio —
under new coach Dave Wannstedt en route too far ahead.
"When we come here, our players and
to a 1-4 start. The Panthers since have
rebounded with three straight league wins coaches and everybody that's been around
and, if • they win out against Louisville, this sport, we know we're in no position to
Connecticut and No. 18 West Virginia, could look any further than this week, and that's
repeat as the Big East's Bowl Championship how we're approaching it. We really need to
look real close at ourselves and make sure
Series representative.
If nothing else. Pitt could use a win to we look back at the last few games."
Louisville, touted by some during the
move a step closer to being eligible for what
preseason as a national-championship dark
would be its sixth straight bowl trip.
"If we're going to make anything of this horse, lost its first two league games to
season for the remaining three games, this is South Florida (45-14) and West Virginia

viLLE

46-44 in three ON ertimes). which effectively took the Cardinals out of the Big East
race, at least for the time being. Louisville
bounced back from the loss at West Virginia
to record its first league win, thumping
Cincinnati 46-22 on Oct. 22.
Louisville needs only one more win to
become bowl-eligible. The game Thursday
will be the Cardinals' first home conference
game of the season. Only three other teams
— North Carolina State, Clemson and
Georgia — played their first three league
games on the road.
"We're fighting that a little bit."
Louisville coach Bobby Petrino said. "To
not open the conference at home until Nov.
3 is tough. You would have liked to have had
some conference games earlier in the year.
but there's not a lot you can do about it."
There's been a distinct difference
between Louisville's offensive output at
home and on the road. In their three home
games. against Oregon State. Florida
Atlantic and North Carolina. the Cardinals
are averaging 64.3 points. On the road, in
four games against Kentucky, South Florida.
West Virginia and Cincinnati. they're averaging 33.8 points.
"You have people that say, do you call the
game more aggressive at home than you do
on the road? You look hack at the number of
calls made, and I don't know." Petrino said.
know that we have been very fortunate to
get a lot of turnovers at home and put a lot
of pressure on the quarterback, and I do
think the crowd has helped us a lot."

AF

Louisville's Brandon Jenkins, left, applies his hands as
he defends against Bellarmine's Matt Miller during
Wednesday's exhibition game at Freedom Hall in
Louisville. The Cardinals claimed a 70-63 victory over the
Knights in their exhibition opener.

Dean scores 28 as
Cards top Knights
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Taquan Dean scored 28 points to
lead Louisville to a 70-63 win Over Bellarmine in an exhibition
game Wednesday night.
Matt Miller had 18 points and Montonio Blake 15 for Bellarmine.
Division II Bellarmine stayed close for most of the game and led
44-43 with 10:24 left in the game. The Cardinals took the lead for
good on a field goal and free throw by Brian Johnson with 8:48 to
go. There were 13 ties and lead changes in the first half. .
Freshmen Terrence Williams and Andre McGee started for the
Cardinals.
Coming off the bench. Dean made his presence known almost
instantly, getting a defensive rebound and hitting a 3-pointer in his
first 30 seconds on the court.
Dean had 12 points in the first half and was the only Louisville
player with more than four in the period.
Miller led the Knights with nine at the half, followed by Blake's
eight.
Louisville, outrebounded 32-26, was without injured post players
Juan Palacios and David Padgett.
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Chin
Produce
exec buys
Reds

Sponsored By:

The Insurance
Center of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"

CINCINNATI (AP) - The
Red Stockings went unbeaten in
1869. a rousing start for baseball's first professional team. It
would he another 27 years
before the CasteIlini family
founded a produce shipping
company along the Ohio River.
The two institutions from the
1800s are getting together in the
21st Century.
Financier Carl • Lindner
agreed Wednesday to sell his
contkling interest in- the Reds
Several members of the Murray High Lady Tiger soccer team were recently named
to a local business group headed
to
the All-First Region teams. Lady Tiger players receiving recognition were (from
by Robert Castellini. chairman
left) goalkeeper Claire Harrington (honorable mention), midfielder Mallory
of the produce company that
Cunningham (honorable mention), forward Amy Futrell (honorable mention), midmarled around the same time as
fielder Sydney Smith (first team), defender Hayley Wright (second team), forward
the team.
Peggy Ray (first team) and defender Blair Lane (honorable mention).
Joining Castellini's ownership group are members of a
` family that owned the Reds during their Big Red Machine heyday in the 1970s.
The deal hasn't been signed
and must be approved by Major
League Baseball, a process that
usually takes between three
months and a year. .depending
LIT"I'LL ROCK; Ark. (AP) season finale at Clemson.
with a laugh. "1 don't think so."
upon the number of parties
Arkansas and South Carolina
That was Holtz's final game
South Carolina is in the SEC
involved.
began playing each other in as coach
he retired after the East, and Arkansas is in the
The Reds' legacy of local 1992, the year they joined the season. Holtz went 60-21-2 in West, but the teams have
continownership was a factor in the Southeastern Conference. The seven years at Arkansas before ued playing each other as
perdeal.
teams have met every season being fired after the 1983 sea- manent non-division opponents.
"Ii's always been important since. and Razorbacks coach son. When he arrived at South
The Razorbacks (2-5, 0-4
to Mr: Lindner and the rest of Houston Nutt believes they're Carolina
in
1999,
the Southeastern Conference) need
the current owners to have a building an exciting rivalry.
Razorbacks-Gamecocks rivalry to win, their remaining. four
very strong local 'lace on the
hosts
Arkansas
Steve became a bit more intriguing.
games to become bowl eligible.
new ownership," said Stephen Spurrier's
Gamecocks on
Arkansas
beat
South
South Carolina (5:3, 3-3)
Greenberg of Allen.& Co., hired Saturday. and while new quar- Carolina 48-14 in 1999, and needs only one win to qualify
by some of the team's limited terback Casey Dick has attracted went 4-2 against Holtz during for the postseason, meaning the
partners to arrange the sale.
plenty of pregame attention, his six_ years with the Gamecocks could do it with a
Castellini's group will buy Nutt suspects. Razorbacks. fans Gamecocks. Arkansas' three win over Arkansas,just like last
between 70 percent and 80 per- have other reasons to look for- home games against Holtz were year.
cent of the wain: %Antal at $27() ward to the game.
all in Little Rock instead of
And although Nutt has never
million, according to one Of the
"I think our fans get into it." Fayetteville, and the coach said faced Spurrier, the new South
parties ins oh,ed. It was the last Nutt said Wednesday. "With he thought that was because the Carolina coach has his own hisgroup to show an interest, join- Lou Holtz there
because he Razorbacks wanted particularly tory With Arkansas. The
ing the bidding only a month coached here at Arkansas. And lively crowds whenever they Razorbacks lost three times durago. said the source. speaking now Spurrier, because of his faced him.
ing the 1990s to Spurrier's highOn condition 44 anonymity name and fame. I think it just
The game is hack in scoring Florida teams. The
because baseball has forbidden draws people."
Fayetteville this season for Gators won 34-3 in the 1995
comment.
Arkansas leads the series 8-5. Arkansas'
homecoming. SEC championship game, 42-7
'fa o other groups made com- hut South Carolina beat the although Nutt said that doesn't the following season and 56-7 in
parable bids, hut Lindner felt 'Razorbacks 35-32 last season. necessarily mean Holtz was 1997.
"He's a great football coach,"
most
comfortable
Y. it h The Gamecocks became howl right.
"You'll
have
to
ask Nutt said. "He's done a great job
Caste
group. Lindner has eligible with that win, hut later
been ins oh.ed in business yell- 'decided they wouldn't accept a. Arkansas athletic director in the SEC and wherever he's
hid after a brawl in their regular- Frank) Broyles that." Nutt said been."
(Wes sk 1111 ,istelliiii
i

Nutt believes Arkansas-South
Carolina is strong SEC rivalry

III Tigers ...
From Page 1B
km-wig-- me- with-. three on -44-Nif of my main
starters standing on the sidelmes.•'
Those starters are still on the sidelines.
Myers said Tuesda, that two offensive linemen
Paul White than AC1,1 and Chris
Starks throken collarbone)
as well as
tu lbac k I!what..ker Jarnarcus (iord4m
'pulled gionli v• ill miss Friday night's contest.
-NC don't ha% e a whole lot of depth."
Myers added' "We'll be ready to play..
Ith nigh

first .y ear Murray High head coach Lee

Edwards called the Panthers a "very balanced team." . .
-They are a very- balanced- team on both
sides of the ball." Edwards said. "I'm not
sure they haY e anything that they do great:
they just do everything solid."
As of(kt. 27. Dustin Sydnor, a 5-foot-7,
I 35-pound sophomore. led Russellville in
rushing with 1.044 yards and II touchdowns
on 134 -carries in nine 'games this season.
Edwards knows that Sydnor is the type of
back that is capable of scoring every time he
touches the ball.
But from the coach's standpoint, the
Tigers' chance to be successful in a playoff

game comes down to the simplest of procedures.
-1111 come down to execution, tackling
and blocking. We talked as a staff, and we
know it comes down to execution," Edwards
said. "There's not a defense out there that
you don't have to tackle, and there's not an
offense Out there that you don't have to
block.
-That's what it boils down to. what.you
start the year with, simple stuff ... You don't
out-scheme teams in the playoffs. We've
seen every scheme you could possibly throw
at us. practically anyway. on both sides of
the football."

Sip Up Now!
LIAPW

"-7-1
,114

What is Sward
Basketball U americans.?
fvery Child Plays

Every Child Is A Winner"
WHAT?

A Christian sports league that promotes character and self-esteem in every child!

WHERE?

First United Methodist Church. located on Murray's Court Square
Hardin Baptist Church, located in Hardin, KY.
First Methodist: K-6th Graders
Hardin Baptist: 4 Years Old - 5th Graders

WHO?
#10

Nov. 10th!

WHEN?
QUESTIONS?

Evaluations will be held the week of Nov. 14 Games will be played each Saturday
in February and March.
Call First Methodist @ 753-3812 or Hardin Baptist @ 437-4868 to find out more!

753-8355

NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION STANDINGS
EASTERN CONFERENCE
East Division
W
L Pet GB
1
0 1 000 Boston
1
0 1000
New Jersey
1
0 1 000
New York
1
Toronto
0 t000
0 2 000 1 1/2
Phiadelphla
Southeast Division
W
L Pot GB 1
0 1 000 M,arni
1
0
1 OM
Washingtcr,
0 1 000
Atlanta
Charlotte
0 1 000
1.000
0
Orli:Jac:10
Central Division
W
L Pet GB
2 0 1 000
Milwaukee
01.000 1/2
Chicago
01.000 1/2
Cleveland
Detroit
0 I 000 1,12
,ndiana
0 I 000 102
Wednesday's Games
Indiana 90, Orlando 78
Washington 99. Toronto 96
Cleveland 109, New Orleans 87
Boston 114. New York 100, OT
Milwaukee 110, New Jersey 96
Miami 97, Memphis 78
Detroit 108, Philadelphia 88
Minnesota 90, Portland 86
Chicago 109, Charlotte 105, OT
Houston 98, Sacramento 89
Utah 93, Dallas 82
LA Clippers 101, Seattle 93
LA Lakers 99. Denver 97, OT
Golden State 122, Atlanta 97

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
W L Pct GB
1
0 1 000 Houston
1
0 1 000 San Antonio
1
1 500 1 12
Dallas
1
1 500 1/2
New Orleans
0 1 000
1
Memprus
Northwest Division
W
L Pct GB
1
0 1 000 Minnesota
1
0 1 000 Utah
0 1 000
1
Portland
0 1 000
1
Seattle
0 2 000 1 112
Denver
Pacific Division
W
L Pct GB
1
0 1 000 Golden State
1
0 1 000 LA Clippers
1
0 1 000 L.A. Lakers
1.000
O
1
Phoenix
O 2 000 1 112
Sacramento
Today's Games
Indiana at Miami, 7 p.m.
Phoenix at L.A. Lakers, 9,30 p.m.
Friday's Games
New Jersey at Toronto, 6 p.m.
Memphis at Orlando, 6 p.m.
Charlotte at Philadelphia, 6 p.m.
Detroit at Boston, 6:30 p.m.
Washington at New York, 6:30 p.m.
Cleveland at San Antonio, 7 p.m.
Portland at Denver, 8 p.m.
Utah at Golden State, 9:30 p.m.
Minnesota at Seattle, 9:30 p.m.
Atlanta at L A. Clippers, 9:30 p.m.

SportsBriefs
M The final day of sign-ups for the Calloway County Little League will be
this Saturday from 10 a.m. to noon at the high school gym. Any boy in grades
2-7 who would like to participate can sign up during this time. The cost of the
camp is $45.00. For additional information, call the boys' basketball office at
762-7374 (ext. # 128)
II Sign-ups for the Calloway County Girls' Little League Basketball program will be held from 10 a.m. to noon Saturday at Jeffrey Gymnasium. All
girls in grades 2-6 are eligible to participate. The cost of the program is $40.
Discounts will be available for siblings,
. For additional information, cal; the
Lady Laker basketball office at 762-7374, Ext. 707
•Sign-ups for the Calloway County Little Dribblers program will
from 10 a.m. to noon Saturday at Jeffrey Gymnasium. All girls and
grades K-2 are eligible to participate. The cost of the program
Discounts will be available for siblings_ For additional information,
Lady Laker basketball office at 762-7374. Ext. 707

be held
boys in
is $40.
call the

V

Singleton's double-double
sparks Clippers to victory
From Staff & Wire Reports
average at 10.5 boards per
SEATTLE (API - Former game. His best game as a Racer
Murray State standout James come in February 2003, when he
Singleton had 14 points and 10 scored a career-high 37 points
rebounds off the bench to help and grabbed 18 rebounds during
Teadthe Los AtigeTeS Clippers-to -a96-77 rout of Eastern -Illinois
a season-opening 101-93 victory at the Regional Special Events
over the Seattle SuperSonics Center. Singleton's rebounding
high is an RSEC record.
Wednesday night.
In his first NBA game,
Sam Cassell also provided a
Singleton came up with key bas- spark for L.A., scoring a gamekets, scoring eight points and high 35 points in his first game
pulling down six rebounds in the for the Clippers, who rallied
fourth quarter.
from 13 points down.
"We wanted it more. We just
Cassell made three 3-pointers
kept playing hard no matter how in the final five minutes, leading
many points we were down," the Clippers to a 37-point fourth
said Singleton, who played the quarter charge. His pull-up 18last two seasons in Italy.
footer with 1:43 left gave the
Singleton played two seasons Clippers the lead for good at 95at Murray State. finishing ninth 89, spoiling Bob Weiss' debut as
in school history in rebounding Seattle's coach.

•ECA
From Page 1B
"They play a lot of those big
Nashville schools." Adair
explained. "They play 50-60
games a year and go acroess the
country. They're a good team."
ECA won't open its eightgame home schedule until Nov.
IS. when it welcomes KHSAA
Class A team Fulton City in a
6:30 p.m. game. From there.
Eastwood
heads
to
Hendersonville, Tenn.. for a
tournament Nov. 17-19, then
returns
home
to
host
Community
Christian
of

UV a Ills iMi • II • MI • All
" BM OM • NI

Every Child learns
Early Registration Deadline

901 Sycamore

Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield
View Our
Entire Inventory at
www.
bennettmotorsinc
'con'

1-800-363-4720

Paducah on Nov. 21.
Community Christian is the
other KHSAA-sanctioned team
on Eastwood's schedule. County
rival Christian Fellowship in
Marshall County - a district
rival for Murray, Calloway
County and Marshall - reportedly isn't fielding a boys' basketball team this season.
The rest of the Warriors'
home
schedule
includes
Nashville Central (Dec. 2),
Northside Baptist of Mayfield
(Dec.6), Living Word(Dec. 16),
Grace of Madisonville (Jan. 10),
South Haven (Jan. 20)and Faith
.Heritage of Evansville, Ind.
(Feb. 3). Five tournaments also
make up the 2005-06 slate.
According to Adair, it's a
schedule that is another notch
above the previous year's.
"We played a good, tough
schedule last year, but this is a
little tougher," he said. "We
have several tournaments, and
it'll test what we've got."

TV, radio
Today
NBA
7 p.m.
TNT - Indiana at Miami
9:30 p.m.
TNT - Phoenix at L A takers
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
6:30 p.m.
ESPN - Pittsburgh al Louisville

^

STATE/NAT1ONAL
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Judge wants end to dispute over Fletcher administration records
By JOE BIESK
Prosecutors, administration attorAssociated Press Writer
neys and the Franklin County special
: FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - A grand jury investigating the case have
Franklin County Circuit judge said not been privy to the documents. They
Wednesday he wants a resolution about are separate from a batch involved in an
what sealed court documents should be ongoing dispute between the two sides
turned over to prosecutors in the ongo- in which administration lawyers are
ing personnel investigation of Gov. claiming they should remain private
Ernie Fletcher's administration.
because of executive and attorney- Lawyers for the attorney general's client privilege.
office and Fletcher have been grappling
Judge William Graham said the latOver the contents of various computer ter issue would be considered later.
servers for months and have not
For now,Graham said he thought the
reached a compromise. The dispute dispute over the servers should be
involves thousands of e-mails, e-mail resolved first.
Graham said the dispute may have
accounts and other electronic documents contained on various computer hindered the work of the special grand
servers which investigators have seized jury, which has been investigating
as evidence, but have remained sealed. Fletcher's administration for alleged

personnel improprieties. Graham said
he wanted the issue resolved, but did
not set a definite timeline.
"This is a major drag, delay on their
ability to conduct their investigation
and file a report," Graham said. "And I
want this issue addressed."
Lawyers for the attorney general's
office and those representing Fletcher
said the matter will likely be left to the
court to resolve. Despite negotiations,
they had not been able to agree on
which administration officials' e-mails
were pertinent to the investigation and
which should be turned over to prosecutors.
Fletcher's lawyer, Sheryl Snyder,
said he thought the two sides were far
apart in their negotiations and would

documents contained on the courtlikely require court intervention.
Snyder said there were a number of sealed servers in question.
people unrelated,to the investigation _
Deputy Attorney General Pierce.
including a summer intern _ whose Whites said the disagreement over
state e-mail accounts are stored on the which names prosecutors should be
servers in question. There are also vari- allowed to look at was the "central
ous e-mails that may contain sensitive hang-up."
political information that is also unre"We haN e attempted negotiating in
lated to the merit system hiring investi- good faith with the governor's office,'
gation. Snyder said. Prosecutors should Whites said. "That has ing been unsucnot have access to them, Snyder said.
cessful, we will promptly be coming
"We simply asked them to be rea- back to court and seek its guidance."
sonable and give us a list of the names
So far, the special grand jury has
of the people whose computer is on that indicted 13 current or limner adminisserver that they really need," Snyder tration officials stemming from the
said. "And what we got back basically investigation. Fletcher has pardoned
was,'We want everybody,' rather than nine people and subsequently fired
trying to give us a reasonable list."
some officials involved — including
Snyder said there are thousands of some of those who receiNed pardons.

Libby to make first court appearance since indictment
WASHINGTON (AP) - Vice
President Dick Cheney's former
chief of staff is making his first
court appearance since his
indictment in the CIA leak
investigation, a case in which
Bush administration officials
including Cheney could be summoned to testify.
I. Lewis Libby was expected
to plead innocent today before
U.S. District Judge Reggie
Walton.
Libby signaled his client's
determination to fight the
charges after last week's grand
jury indictment, which has provided more fuel to the political
debate over the White House's
possible misuse of prewar intelligence on Iraq. The Libby case
stems from a 22-month criminal
investigation
by
Special
Counsel Patrick Fitzgerald.
Cheney's former top aide was
charged Friday with lying to
investigators about leaking tile
identity of covert CIA.operative
Valerie Plame, wife of Bush
administration critic Joseph
Wilson. Plame's name was
AP
President
Dick exposed by conservative columVice
Cheney's chief of staff, I. nist Robert Novak after Wilson
Lewis 'Scooter' Libby accused the Bush administration
walks from the White of twisting intelligence in the
House on crutches. Friday, run-up to the war to exaggerate
Oct. 28, 2005, to the 41cyasi threat.
Eisenhower
The indictment says Libby
Building on the White got information about Plame's
House compound.
identity in June 2003 from

xecutive"

Cheney, the State Department known as a no-nonsense judge
and the CIA, then spread it to who was tough on sentencing
New York Times reporter Judith street criminals. He served as
Miller and Time magazine the senior White House adviser
reporter Matt Cooper. Libby told for crime in the administration
FBI agents and a federal grand of President Bush's father before
jury that his information had returning to Superior Court. In
come from NBC reporter Tim 2001, Bush nominated Walton to
Russert.
the U.S. District Court.
Russert says he and Libby
Senate Democrats have
never discussed Wilson or his seized on the Libby indictment
wife.
to put the Bush administration
Miller, who never wrote a on the defensive, focusing atten-.
story, said Libby told her about tion on the possible manipulathe CIA connection of Wilson's tion of prewar intelligence on
wife. Cooper said Libby was Iraq and the failure by Senate
one of his sources for a story Republicans on the intelligence
identifying the CIA connection committee to promptly finish an
of Wilson's wife.
investigation of the issue.
Libby attorney 'Joseph Tate
Democrats are pressing for
said inconsistencies in recollec- the intelligence committee to
tions among people regarding examine:
administration's
long-ago events should not be
• The
charged as crimes. Libby, who strongly worded prewar statesays he is confident he will be ments on the Iraqi threat and
exonerated, is accused of one whether they match up with the
count Of Ob—struction of justice, actual intelligence.
• The role of the pro-war
two counts of lying to FBI
agents and two counts of perjury Iraq National Congress, an exile
group run by Ahmad Chalabi, in
before a federal grand jury. '
The judge handling Libby's feeding information from defeccase is an appointee of three tors to the Pentagon and to
Republican presidents.
Cheney's office.
Early in his career, Walton
II The intelligence activities
was a highly respected trial of the Pentagon's Office of
lawyer for the U.S. attorney's Special Plans, which fed policyoffice in the District of makers uncorroborated prewar
Columbia. When President
Reagan appointed him to D.C.
Superior Court, Walton became

RACER FOOTBALL
MURRAY STATE
VS.
EASTERN KENTUCKY
UNITED WAY DAY
Saturday, Nov.5
3:00 p.m.
Roy Stewart Stadium
Come out and support the
Racers and the United Way this
Saturday at 3:00 p.m. The
Racers will take on the Colonels
from Eastern Kentucky in an
important OVC match-up.

intelligence
on
Saddam 'We , have been, undermined.,
Hussein's Iraq, particularly avoided, put off and vilified by
involving purported ties with the the other side."
al-Qaida terror network.
White House press secretary
II The prewar intelligence Scott
McClellan
said
assessment and its failure to pre- Wednesday that the Clinton
dict the postwar insurgency.
administration and fellow
"Any line of questioning that Democrats used intelligence to
has brought us too close to the come to the same conclusion as
White House has been thwart- the Bush administration. that
ed," said Sen. Jay Rockefeller of Saddam Hussein and his regime
West Virginia, the top Democrat were a threat.
on the intelligence committee.

NEW CROP

PECANS
ARE HERE
Kentucky Nut Corporation • Best Wild Shelled Halves & Pieces
Box 150. Hickman, Ky. 42050
•"Munchin- Pecans...Roasted/Salted
Phone t 270) 236-2662
• Custom Cracking of In Shell Pecans
Fax 12701236-2662
• Sampler Baskets & Breakfast Basket,
E-mail: ky nut01 apex.net
• Decorative Christmas Tin.
a a a.ky kernelpecans.com

ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION
AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST • NOW IN MURRAY
• Been told "no" by others? Give us a call or come by our office!
• We have programs that allow us to say "yes"
to your home purchase or refinance.
• Call or come by today for your free pre-approval!
'cortam restrx.nws apply
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• -ODUCING.
THE ALL NEW
Posturepahe

SPECIAL WW
tivmonticroRy pRicr

Sealy Posturepedsc Cushion Form
Queen 2

pc. set

SAVINGS EVENT!

Hurry
Sale
Ends
SOON!

FREE
Support you trust. Comfort you'll lore

*Delivery
*Removal .
*Setup! ii

E$749
Pillow Ton
Cumin 2 pc let

SALE PRICE

Twin 2 pc. set
Full 2 pc. set
King 3 pc. set

OF MAYFIELD, INC.

90 Days
Same As
Cash

Mon. thru Sat. 9 :00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

Mayfield - 247-4488
ON THE SQUARE

$599

$699
$1049
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or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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14elp Wonted
1111111

Itelp Wanted

INVITATION TO BID
AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT
The Murray Independent Board of
Education is accepting sealed bids for
new automotive equipment at the
Area
County
Calloway
Murray
Technology Center. The bids will be
accepted until 2:00 p.m. Monday,
November 21. 2005, at the Board
Office. Specifications are on file at the
of
Board
Murray 'independent
Administration
Carter
Education,
Building, 208 South 13th Street, Murray
KY 42071. The Murray Independent
Board of Education reserves the right to
reject any and/or all bids and waive any
,irregularities in bidding.

PUBLIC SALE

PRN position for LPN
Medical
Certified
Assistant or medical
assistant with clinical
experience. Covering
for vacations and illnesses Ability to wort(
on short notice a plus.
by
apply
Please
resume only including
references to'
Richard H Crouch.
M.D
300 South 8th Street,
Suite 301E, Murray.
Kentucky. 42071

Wanted
Requrements: Current or prior teaching ceitifeate
and alit° be Tamed on Math,!Varier:1r Rea* Writing
and Algebra: work with students in all gades:enthusatc
and poetise approach to teaching. at bud on an
"Ft

A4ministrat4r Director ofEducatiort

Neon Beach Mini Storage
812 Whitnell Ave.

Sat., Nov. 5th •8 a.m.
Units to be sold are B-20, D-4,
& CA-10, due to non-payment.

In Loving Memory
of Our Little Angel

ingandraiesabity,* toestablishre,ww. with
Pants &sout 035k7encrs. erdent corrununranon.
sales. staff tnanagtmen... and orrarsatioul sleds' lie ofier
Saky.Banus and a bertfus package fcins posm
-741-hnIng prolect
Tot ply cal1270.759-5010

_

POSTAL JOBS
to $21 62/hr,
now hiring For applicalion and free government lob into. call
American Association
of Labor 1-913-59924
hours
8042
Employment service

$15 22

Of

tali, cm it
sylnsofmarriyitsurray•ky.set
tcCAL OWYETt

IMMEDIATE opening
for Office Manager at
County
Calloway
Propane at 3040 State
Route 94 East in
Extremely
Murray
busy office requires an
experienced secretary
who excels in organization and patience
Salary plus benefits
Please fax resume to
615-874-9643 or bring
resume to office

warn

A TRIBUTE TO VETERAN'S DAY

.

November 11, 2005

Honor past and present Veterans by
reserving your space today!
In Memory of
Orval Brown
Corporal - Army Air
Corp WWII
1943-1945
We are proud of your
service to our countes
Love,
Your Family

Only $11 per spot •(one person per photo, 20 word limit)
Double spots: $18 • 40 word limit)

Deadline: Monday, November 7th at 5:00 p.m.
,
,),,,PN•
,14e rio.rs iMon Fr
Murray Ledger and Times Attn Classifieds PO

Box 1040 Murray. KY 42071

advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month manager
trainees $3000 month
Company will train Call
M-F 9am-lpm only,
1-800-578-8799

PHONE SALES
REPRESENTATIVE

ASSISTANT BENEFITS MANAGER
Resources.
Human
,\;-1-4,. 1, 1,995..,Attie 22. 21 If f
S'PORTABLE Murray
State
POSITIONS Available
SCOREBOARDS has
Full-time.
University
lappv 111th birthday our Little Angel.
Persons needed to prepositions available for
12-month position to
1Vt.
tho.e big blue shiny eve., al
tax
income
pare
career minded individubegin November 2005
little laugh
-Seasonat
-returns.
peosuperior
with
als.
Qualifications:
We knots. S•ou are %%All(ALAI, and haviny
employment, we will
ple skills As a Sales
degree
Bachelor's
Woe lo Buy
good time bei au.e x-itttin now rlav
train Call 753-9204 or
you
Associate
in
be
will
required. preferably
run. walk and hear. and talk
437-4531
working with new and
business or related
BUYING junk cars
hut is.(. lot i 441 I rnui Iiand u e n
existing customers pn-, held. Previous experirucks, tractors and
SIR! 111-Vi1191,1g.
k•
you so muds k
F.ULL OR PART time
manly by telephone ence in health-care
by our I ittli• \
housekeeping Murray metal boats 436-5235
'Suit 5%II .1115'35
and Internet from our
related field or health
Plaza Hotel Apply in
Lsill alu.avs be in 0111 heart.
CASH paid for
Murray office
promotions preferred
person after 6 OOPM
11,• :,,,•••
good. used-guns
Applicant should posMom ',/,/,1t, 11,ni.1.- Papa, Nal.
Benson Sporting
If you are upbeat con- sess computer. analyti• •
090
Goods, 519S. 12th,
fident detail-oriented
cal, interpersonal, and
Murray.
Domestic I Childcare
enjoy working with peoskills
organizational
ple have outstanding
and dernonstrate a prophone skills and want a ficiency in oral and wntBABYSITTER needed
career
rewarding
ten communications
in my home from
Articles
please apply We offer
Experience with MS
2 30pm until 12 00am
For Sete
center excellent pay with a
CHILDCARE
ALL items stored on
Office Suite preferred
Appliances
Must have references
lots 0106 and #1t ; looking for full time/part bonus incentive plan
Responsibilities
500 LP gas tank. 350
753-9580
indiworking
hard
time
bencompetitive
and
a
and
&
be
motor
faculty
will
Counseling
trans,
Riviera Courts
Chevy
Large Selection
viduals to help shape efit package
utility trailer 753-6012
staff about benefit
sold in a private sate on
HOUSE cleaning and
USED
the minds of children
including
November 4 2005 at
options
dinner stared tor the ASHLEY wood furages birth to 12 years Email resume to
APPLIANCES
health and life insur8 00AM
busy working women nace Excellent condioid Must be flexible careers4 scoreance flexible spending
Ward-Elkins
who needs the extra tion 753-1977
Apply 109 S 15th St. board I corn or mail to
and dependent care
on the square
time for their families
Murray
S'PORTABLE SCORE- accounts,
disability.
prom
CINDERELLA
Call 767-1800
753-1713
ATTN
BOARDS.
tax-sheltered annuities
dresses 1 size 4 yelSPAGHETTI is back at
Resources.
'
Human
other
any
benefits
and
Detail
MIRACLES
low. 1 size 8 blue $150
160
DRIVERS:
Sindra Os
Wed
106 Max Hurt Drive
the University may
and each 270-492-8614
housecleaning
Company/Owner
Home Furnishings
42071
KY
Murray.
Other
otter
employees
construction clean up
Operators
FREE
include
responsibilities
26 years experience
Regional OTR
BASSETT oak coffee
PART-TIME position for
At and Found
new
conducting
References if interest- 4-room satellite sysStan S 35 per Mile'
table and round lamp
LPN. Certified Medical
tem
DVR & HD
employee interviews.
ed. please call
990.No Touch,
table 759-5490
Assistant or medical
upgrades Get the first
assisting in manage767-9428
FOUND Calico kitten
TCH Fuel Card'
assistant with clinical
of
month
programming
insurhealth
of
ment
near
rth red flea collar
Paid
Hours
experience
Firewood
FREE plus 23 movie
NEED your home or
ance program, maintehouse
ATO
VacanontHolidays'
Would be from SAMchannels FREE for 3
business cleaned? Call
nance of COBRA pro103012005
Excellent Benefits'
12 30PM Extra hours
SEASONED firewood
months Call Beasley
Teresa 489-2957 or
gram, managing flexi270-498-0647
Health/Prescription
• would be available
$50 a rick delivered
759-0901 or
ble spending and dis- 227-8380
401K,
when covering for
$40 you pick up
877-455-0901
accounts.
ability
LOST dog. Kirksey. Performance/Safely
vacations and illnessWILL clean before and
(270)527-8368
administering family
10,16 Small Basset Bonus'
HD Televisions
es Please apply be
renters, sale of
220
leave and leave without after
Hound. female, brown
CDL-A lyr OTR Exp
resume only including
by 500 North 4th
Come
new
remodeling,
home.
Musical
pay policies relating to
white black red collar
Renee 866-498-0022
Street. Murray & see
references to
kit, bath,
benefits, administering construction,
489-6094
Reward
888-464.0077
Richard H Crouch
selection of
large
our
etc
windows.
BALDWIN Acrosonic
sick bank program.
Urgently needs medYour Road to a Bnghter
MD
TVs All the newest
assisting in annual Experienced- Valerie.
upright piano $1,200
cation
Future'
technology like DLP,
300 South 8th Street
436-5914
enrollment and monthly
753-9248
301E. Murray. KY
LCD. Plasma & Rear
payments of life insur42071
Projection from JVC.
ance premiums advisImmediate opening for a full time
LG. RCA, Toshiba &
ing current faculty, staff
earn
..tistomer service/clerical position DANCERS
Zenith from 20' to 65
$1,000. weekly, The and retirees about
set up
in a fast-paced office environ- Purple Building 270- retirement plans and COMPAQ computer We also have home COMPLETELY
1/2 acre. $12.500
theater systems &
benefits
mouse
&
keyboard
completing
ment. Applicant must be depend- 759-2153
753-6012
entertainment centers
Application
Athlon
mghz
900
or surveys
270-293-2069
able and possess good phon•
or
759-0901
Beasley
November
Deadline
Windows
Processor
(270)534-0333 after
877-455-0901
Mobile Homes For Sale
organizational. computer and po
10. 2005 To Apply
98 OS, 128 rneg Ram.
5PM
Send letter of applica- S230 753-8630
pie skills.
box
in
NEW
electric
1996 Crimson 16x80
Apple
BIG
Cafe
tion. resume, names,
grill with rotisserie
3 BR 2 bath excellen
kitchen help needed
Send resume to:
COMPLETE computer
addresses, and teleSet antique 0 Henry
condition, delivered
Apply in person 1005 phone numbers of
system with desk and
P.O. Box 1040-T,
books
set up and under
chair Only nine months
three references to
Shepherd
Good
at
See
Murray, KY 42071
$19 900
pinned.
old Pay my rent. $325
Resources,
Human
Bazaar Nov 5th
(270)489-2525
Phone 270-227-0475
Murray
State
WHITE satin wedding
University, 404 Sparks
2 bedroom 2 bath
w/
dress
MOM COMPUTERS
capped
KY
Murray
Hall.
14x80 Carport shed
A+ Certified Technecian
sleeves. size 16. $200
42071-3532 Women
new carpet and central
.king & Proccs%ing Older'.. Rego
Spyware removal
270-753-6909 air Must be moved
Call
and minontielli-are
oloading, Inventor) Maintenance. I
759.3556
after 5PM
encouraged to apply
227-3623
hxpenence. Valid driver'. Lk-eme. Light to
Murray State University
suntan
SINGLE AND DOUWOLF
bed
Moderate I ifting. Computer Skill.. Self
is an equal education
Ito
Bring
BLEWIDES
$400 or best offer
Moti‘j(cd'cii,r ci i
Compenti.e. wages &
employment
and
your deed - That s all
Bassett seclional, like
benefit.'
opportunity. M/F/D, AA
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
Sond re.inne to:
you need- New Used
new, $100 or best offer
emp1oyer.
We buy 1 or all Cal
PA). Ho'. 123
and Repo's - Cal today
Car toughter. $200 or
Larry at 753-3633
at 731442-6447.
best offer 293-2496
Imo, kl 42020
Courtney Coleman

"9110,
to t_

; Murid,

NOTICE

The deadline for Saturday
has permanently changed
to Thursday at 11AM.

1=11

111111

Check us
out on the4
Web!

•

•

Mobile Home Lots For Rent
2005 CLOSE OUTS
and
Singlewides
Doublewides - Buy
and
today
save
$10005 WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 731-642-6438
TO
REPOS
20
CHOOSE FROM, SINGLES & DOUBLES!!:
Come pick out yours
today,' 731-584-9430
JUST ANNOUNCED:
$0 down available on
repos( No money down
& save thousands' Call
now, 731-584-9109

LOTS for rent
753-9866

ICI
Apertnents For Rent
1 and 2 BR furnished
apts Coleman RE
759-4118
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo
753-4109
1, 2. 3 apts 753-1252
or 753-0606
1,2, & 3BR apts available Please call
753-8221

.1BR 1 bath washer &
LAND HOME PACKdryer, $335.
IN
AGES, MOVE
2BR, 1 Bath apt. kt,
.
or
areas
All
TODAY
appliances. w/d. $425.
bnng your deed for SO
•18R. 1 bath, with
down, 731-5844926
study, w/d, $350
NEED to move, 1980 753-7559
Countrywide
14x70
3BR 2BA Make a resonable offer 489-2730
205-5907
3BR
REDUCED
mobile home and lot
515.500 753-6012
REG TAG SALE NOW
IN PROGRESS.
.Several quality built,
energy efficient homes
on close out See the
housing
lender.
ARROWHEAD HOME
SALES. INC
2003
East Wood St Pans.
TN
38242
Call
(731)641-6900 or
1-877-754-6900
TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
Bedrooms
2
and
Baths? Both pnced in
the $50's Call
731-642-6438 today,'

1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished
Mur-Cal Realty
753-4444.
1BR with all appliances
including washer and
dryer 270-759-5885 or
270-293'-7085
1BR. all appliances,
Oaks Apts., starting at
$250 Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118
2 bedroom, all appliCambridge
ances.
area 293-6968
2BR, IBA, $290 209
S 11th St 3 br 1 bath901 sunny lane $450
753-3415
28R. central gas heat.
central air. $275 and
up, some with new carpet. Coleman RE
759-4118

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times
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PUBLIC AUCTION

AUCTION

Saturday, Nov. 5, 2005•10:00 a.m.

SATURDAY, NOV. 12,2005
10:00 A.M. RAIN OR SHINE

ESTATE .‘CCTION

At 1101 Circanuna Drive, Murray, 1(‘'
South on 641 to Circarama Drive, turn left.
Duplex is just past South Side Manor on the left. Set auction signs.

Xt the property of Ed & Julie 4danoi., the former Ed's Machine shop 11/2 mile South
SlayBeld. la on 121 South.

Tom & David Lassiter, Owners

RACT I - 3 Bay 50
metal Gold Seal Building, display room. office and parts room
watt area w/4 eye beam hoist holders, tear down and cleanup room. bath. septic and flidd
tile, natural gas, central heat and air, this building is well built and has many potentials. also
has a 20 20 multiple purpose building in rear w /concrete floor and slab pad out front, The
hack of this building will he liking the new highway All of this is setting on appros 3'4
Acre lot

2 bedroom suites, one full size and one king site. with matching dressers
and mirrors; 1 chest, 1 French provincial sofa. 2 French provincial end
tables and coffee table, 1 futon, 3 end tables and matching coffee table. 2
recliners, 3 occasional chairs. I sss isel rocker, I glider rocker. I console
color TV (Zenith). 2 occasional tables. bookcases. 2 oval wooden dining
tables with 6 matching chairs each, wooden hutch. 2 microwave 0 efts
and carts, 2 refrigerators:2 w ushers and electric dryers, table lamps, lug
gage, magazine racks, silk flower arrangements. 2 large mirrors, 2 smai
oval marble tables, bedspreads, blankets ané bed linens, towels, afghan,
quilts, draperies, numerous pictures and frames, stainless flatware, occasional pieces, what-not items, baskets, plant stands, kerosene lamps,
numerous pieces Thistle pattern cut glass, carnival glass, canister sets, 4
sets of dishes, cookie jars, mixing bowls, meat platters, vegetable bowls.
pitchers, glassware, baking dishes, cookware sets, pots and pans. small
appliances, sewing machine, numerous novelty salt and pepper shakers.
dolls and Christmas decorations, 2 outside storage buildings full of hand
tools, hardware, yard tools, upholstery equipment and supplies, electric
saw, electric dnIls. wood working equipment and finishing equipment,
graniteware, 2 old metal round Lion's Club signs - 32 inches Other items
not listed.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents.
Lunch available.
„
lilt
RR'I I I"- NI 435-442
"
-13 4144
I'Vst II 51.1. 767-9223 51('1 IONI-.11..Rs
I icenwil & II
led in KS &
812141 Firm 2333
II, 5,
so'!( osi. It Pars

\ 51"
1"
III-JCRS

PUBLIC AUCTION
Heal Fslale. Personal Proper(

& Farm Equipment

Saturday, Nov. 12, 2005•10:00 a.m.
From Murray, KY take Hwy.94 East to Old new burg Rd., first
road past Elm Grove Baptist Church, follow 2.5 miles to auction.

REAL ESTATE

TOOLS

(.1 SS

PERSONAL PROPERT)

TRACT 2- 1.981 acres with 430 ft road frontage on 121 highw

ith good building spots

(TE - Real Estate will be offered in indis dual tracts then in It's entirety, Property' will
.11 at 12 /IOW. You may view this property any time before auction date by contacting sellJig agent at 270-674-5523 or 270-705-0783
TERMS - 10q down day of auction cash balance with passing of deed within 30 days
Possession with deed
TOOLS - large Roulsted metal lathe. Napa model 41-61s 2i lon press. Maleta 14- cut off
saw. Maketa 6" side gnnder. 011)4- erindcr. 13/1) heaiy duty 8- bench grinder sin stand. 1/2
ton Yale air chain hoist. Yale I ton elec chain hoist. Kansas instrument sour! tumbler. 2
bench vises, 2 ton floor jack. metal work bench. 2 large wood work benches. Honda 5,5
pressure washer %/cast pump. inc'sO lo 6-. dial calipers I set 12- arid I set 6-. 3 dial indicators. several socket sets. Starrett Inside nue', Stanett dial test indicators. iSnap-Ott.
Napa, PIA° Challenger. Channel locks. these consist of wickets. wrenches And ratchetsi.
tool boxes upper & lower NiiPa and Viaterloo. Snlip-On torch wrenches 1/4 & 1,2 in &ire.
Snap-On and Blue Point tap & dye sets. Mac timing light. some shelsing. Hut-is cutting
torches w/tank - gauges and lease rental Milwaukee cordless drill w/battery and charger.
Husqvarna CRT 51 5 hp rear tine tiller. 2 wheel tilt yard cart, wheel barrow. Echo gas weed •
trimmer. numerous han$1ind garden tool,. Yin cherry picker. Murray 12 hp 38- riding
Mower.
TRUCK - 1990 Dodge

Rainl

Terms of auction 15% down day of auction. Balance in 30 days
with passing of deed, possession 30 days from deed.
The real estate will be offered at noon. Watch next week's
paper for farm equipment, shop tools and household items.
For more information phone the numbers below to show this
property.

COLLECTIBLES - A collection of handmade wooden farm implement toys. platform
scales. 2 handmade quilts, quilt rack, doll house wired and I urnished. homemade doll bed,
Sprague music box. collection of Silserplate salt & pepper, 3 kern lamps 1 miniature'

NHS(' - Weider Pro Power Stack up to 500 lb. press. Health Rider Soft Strider EX multi
pie treadmill, trinkets and what-nots.
Ed & Julie %dams . Owner
Refreshments asailable
Visit F s On The Web! sssisi.ailkrrsrrnauction.com

oil

MOVING
SALE
573 POTTERTOWN
RD.
SAT.. 11/5
8AM-?
Apethances Conti ben
wasner 8 dryer do'.
othermisc stems r.
.easonable offer ref..- •
Everything must a
2701 759-029'
-cishonacte•

GARAGE
SALE
629 SOUTH
4TH
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7-?

TERMS & CONDITIONS Of PI-ASONM PR( 0.1 )
Complete settlement day of nuction. P0ahle in l'5S11
CASHIER'S CHECK. or PFRS(rs ('NECK writs Ct k
RENT BANK LIETTER (JF CREI)IT guaranteeing pastrami
made to Doug Taylor Auction Ser,i,,
sons not personally known hut,
FOR MORE INFORM 5Th iN «
L.,

Lots of clotheslarge & extra large
& some smaller,
lots,of odds
& ends

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
'Climate'Control

or(270)471-M40
Fax:(270)674-6517
Toll FreadIMI-740-5214
t270).74-5623

EMAIL reiikersonsuctionewk.rutt •ewe wilkersoneuctia+conn
Frankkn Greg Wilkerson. (2701674-5946
APPHENITICE Al1C,IONE or
Nathan Wilkerson (2701705-0788
Torn Chews (270)247-2734
sALLf S ASSOCIATE
APP RENTICE AUCTIONEER
FRANKLIN J. WILKERSON.(270167455FR
AUCTIONEER A REAL ESTATE BROKER
Four Generations Serving Your AL.c.bon a Real Estate Needs Since 1930

5!

Sour tujiiionetr & Real F.state Broker
38231•17311247-3784
2101 lidkins 1,n.• Puryear.
lhout lj lie. luctioneer/Realtor •In. Tic. #2027
•K1 1.k. PR1"209• Firm #1782
"'Taylor Made tuctions .tre Better-

410

Real Estate & Auction

.! •

!long Tailor Auction Service

COL PAUL WILIMISON & SONS

—

V

liii, 11 !
1. sit 1 al 1511\t •
Aro ARK 6765 trams. umlaut ua•
4000 Roam. 3490 hrs . was In 9 .,
Silvan:10 2500. 22.657 moles ireal
•
a/aprealer bed + 1965 Chess.
1967 Chevrolet 4n2 u/12 ti. durnp gra. ncLi • 1.
New Hotbed 273 hay baler.Ned Wed 5.1".
+ IH 1 rou
pewit 'alit 4 basket toiler,
eultrittot + Sale Winder lift. cutter + soya ri
hp. ou gal air WinpreMalf•ID STX Iii is,+ 5 pi torn lin
t 2i elect treks chaiger.
une tiller.4 wheel rubber me 04gw..
Holland baler auto tie iencellent
trader nevi wes + shop tools.lawn &
1).
hem. merchandrse Irom ham &
XS FOSTER + Part) Kral 24 p
trailer Ford 550.1 backhoe "Aso, A.
"IRV ../trailer • Sea Nymph 14 it
I ,inrude ITIMX & trailer • 14 II Aland, •
,tose
!nut•.21 *brie snisko
camel & bookcases + maple breast
upholstered I.C3( ,141‘41•small chests
+ GUNS + Remington 22 auk - ito
Iscopr 4- Remington 1100 LT21) 11
Holt, 308 cal. whcope 412o Knq.ht ,s,
r S&W 38 Special. blue. 4- barrel 5ka to •
12 ga pump. I Morns•41U sing:, Carrel + Is
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ACCIDENTS IIMH xi Sit %Hi

GUNS & KNIVES. 12 hole gun cabinet. Winchester model 190 22 cal rifle. Winchester
model 7022-250 sannent wfleupoleti Van-XIII 6X5X20 scope. Remington 10 cal model
141 Game Master wiseope, Marlin 25%20 pump with octagon barrel. Remington model
1100 12 ga. with chokes, 2 Mossberg 12 ga. 3)/2 mag. w'/chokes and cairns. 50 cal Muriel
loader. 40 cal. Muriel loader, Smith & We.wm iiwdel 1006 Omm. 1800's cap losk
Turkey calls, Misc. ammunition. John Stewart game call. Numerous RCBS reloading supplies. 5 ft. blow gun. Martina bone handle Bowie. Buck 103 sheath. Buck 110 kick blade.
Hibben. Harley Davidson lock blade belt knife. Gerber lock blade. Amor-Pier Ong.Tanto
Bowie %/sheath

A

GARAGE SALE
NOV.4TH 8 5TH
7:00 AM
4015 MURRAY
PARIS RD
,

From Puryear. TN. take Irlw
Murray. go approximately
Howard Rd Go appros 2 ten',
the left
1
Selltnk tom equipnwni I(A)
(For pictures/details soul our
webaht www.doritta,lorauction.cont.

feN0hCf

l.E 1 50.

Furniture - Square glass top umbrella table u/4 chairs, round oak claw loot table %in chair,
and extra leaf, oak hutch. 36- RCA Home Theater HP TV. burgundy leather recliner. couch
& chair, end tables, couch lamp and other lamps. Bassett queen 3 piece bedroom suite
Kenmore model 17124790 sewing machine. 5 tier bookease, day bed. RCA 5 disc CD play
Cr. large cmnputer desk, pictures and frames
Will sell this nice clean, no smoke Clayton mobile home, 2003
model, 3 bedrooms, 2 bath, living room, kitchen-dining room, utility room, central heat & air. This home is 16' x 80'. The farm has
31 acres with 24' x 80' three sides shed. Also a 40' x 40' Quonset
hut type building that is about one half finished putting the metal
on. The metal and bolts are there, concrete is in place ready to finish the metal work. Private well. This farm has been surveyed and
the boundaries are well marked.

Yard Sala

SAl'l RUM', NON. 12 - 10 X.M.
Pt ov EAR,N .275 &mord Rd.

Furn4ure- clothes
and books

753-3853
YARD SALE
OLD CITY PARK
FRIDAY

The Place to
Commerical Prop For Rent

II RIO D. P‘s( 11%1 I - BROKER.P1SCII51.1. RV SI. EST STE 767-9223
- ", COMMERCIAL or retail
U5RKI.1.1 RI SM. 555ot I SI I 435-44211• 115\ %MIER 5550(11.1E4354144
v ,..,
- .7riLLILail
-.
rt
;:i
-:1211,
l"."-..
....
i a,..„,...
"A!::
fr.„.
•
750 up to 3,000 sq. ft
led in K S & Fenn. 412141 Firm 2111
licensed & It
C/G/H.
restrooms
( ost, //
,
ItsSri r. //or .0i'
ICOW)plenty of parking.
( ABS
excellent location near
NO 11.1111111.MUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!! iudicial building. 404 N
Saturday, Mow- 1 2tts, At 12:00 N41314:161
4th St. complex.
759-3772
4122 Swan Road Near Murray, Kentucky
REAL ESTATE & PERSONAL PROPERTY
From Murray Take Hwy 94W 3 Miles To Howard Rd, Turn Leh Proceed South 1 Mile
Selling the estate of the late Joe & Jean Youngblood - Brewers, 1‘)
To Swan Rd, Turn Right And Proceed West 1 2 Miles! From Mayfield, Take Hwy VERY large warehouse
121N Past Farmington I Mile To Beech Grove Rd, Follow Beech Grove Rd 7 Miles!
•
Sat., Nov. 5, Starting at 10 a.m.
on approximately 3
acres. Office space, 2
Open House - Sun., Oct. 30 - 2-4 p.m.
P .....
7
—
bathrooms, equipped
Conssisisiartions.
Mrs
Arid
Tracts
G
In
HOUSE - LAND - AUTOMOBILES - COLLECTIBLES - TOOLS - MISC
_
with gas heat, air
40X30 Shop Building with concrete floor.
Centrally Located For Murray Or Mayfield "East Of Hwy 94" hookup, steel hoist
Good Productive Farmland - Fences - Lake - Barns & More! beam, great lighting
DIRECTIONS: Hwy. 401 (formerly Hwy. 80) Between Hardin
4
& Brewers. 41/1 Miles West of Hardin
extra large overhead
1.734 Acres wiTastefully Decorated Brick Home
- :Ow,(if fyViliii?,;‘,.„.
i.,
;:,
doors, excellent locaat the Junction of 199 and Jackson School Road
Three Bedrooms•Two Baths, 'Including
- .a. - ,- ,.. ' , 4::
- A Master Suite- wiJacuzzi & Nice Closets
tion. Call 753-2905 or
REAL ESTATE HIGHLIGHTS: Nice Brick Ranch Home with 3 Bedrooms.
"Family Room • Open Dining • Great Kitchen 293-8595
Carport, Porch. Paved Circle Drive. Large Yard in a Nice Country Setting. House
Wonderful Walk In Pantry • Laundry Room
for
Co.
Auction
Call
tracts.
two
in
sold
be
to
New Tile And Hardwood Floors
will be sold with 2 Acres plus 8 Acres
380
Nil
With Bonus Room Potential
Upstairs
i
Private Viewing.
Pets & Supplies
System • New Concrete Patio
Central
.
:,
Real Estate sells at 11:00 a.m.
Small Barn - A Wonderful Setting!
1 is y ;i_pp 9 I il :ii) /11
i
PERSONAL PROPERTY CONSISTS OF: 2003 Kia Car w/ I 7,000 mile,.
4.499 ACRES - A GREAT BUILDING SITE "FRONTS SWAN RD" AKC Registered Puu
1963 Comet Convertible, Stoneware Dishes. Candy Dishes. Rocker. Egg Plate
8.727 ACRE - GREAT BUILDING SITE "FRONTS BEECH GROVE RD" puppies. 5300/ea
Beautiful Antique Lamps. 'l'ater Harvest" Print. Religious Prints & other Pnnt 10.155 ACRES- GREAT BUILDING SITE - A NICE POLE BARN
759-1811
A CORNER TRACT "FRONTS SWAN AND BEECH GROVE RD"
Old Figurines. Glass Pticher Set. Fish Aquarium, Spice Rack. Oil Lamps N
RD"
GROVE
BEECH
-FRONTS
SITE
BUILDING
12.045 ACRES - GREAT
Holders. Step Stool. Jadeite Bowl. Sewing Stool. Sewing Notions. Matchbox Car,
DOG Obedience
20.423 ACRES WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE "FRONTS SWAN RDin package. Silverware & Kitchen Utensils. Complete Kitchen Items. Pots & Pans.
Master Trainer
436-2858
Skillets, Bath Towels, Tablecloths. Linens. Dolls. Pair of Martha & George Pink
Lamps, Sanyo T.V., Furby Toy. LOTS of Costume & other Jewelry. Green
POMERANIANS Cute
Depression, 8 Track Tapes, Gun Rack. Roseville Vase. Old Jars, Railroad lantern.
cuddly. and adorable
Well Bucket. Old Salt & Pepper Shakers. Old Bibles: Oriental Lamp. Stein. Bird
Parents for viewing
Cage. Nebulizer, White Mt. Ice Cream Freezer. Christmas Decorations, Jewelry
$250 each
Boxes, Big Mirror, Concrete Bird Bath, Concrete Flower Pots. Yard Ornament,.
(731)782-3265
Purchase Terms_ 1 5.Down VVith Minimum
Pfaltzgraff Dishes.
Dept)sit Of $3,000.00 Per Tract, BaIEtnce 30 Days'
SHIH-TZU S&W pope'
FURNITURE: Antique Glass Top End Tables & Coffee Table, Nice Roll Top
trained 731-352-0037
Desk, Antique buffet, Oak Kitchen Table & 4 Chairs. Wooden Baker's Rack. 1 yr.
731-642-5151
,
Old Side by Side Refrigerator. 1 yr. Old Stove. 4 drawer Dresser. 3 Pc. Bedroom
?.AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
J
Suite. Full Poster Bed. 3 pc. White Bedroom Suite. Wash Stand w/Pitcher & Bowl.
FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466
RC SPOTTED pony mare
RU1
"THE SELLING MACHINE"
Chiffrobe. Small Odd Table. Entertainment Center, Frigidaire Freezer. Washer &
months old
Dryer. 5 Drawer Chest. Misc. End-Tables, Living Room Suite. Old Table. Mist:
www...........MFU MU maw arw arcam ass Mia-criDo MU 8White
mare 3 years old
Chairs. Antique Rocking Chairs, China Cabinet. 3 pc. Bedroom Suite. Small Desk.
due to foal in April. Call
489-2415
TOOLS: Garden Tools, Hand Tools, Battery Charger, Hedge Trimmer. Grinder.
Houses For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Vice, Socket & Ratchets. Welder, Pull Behind Cart. Sand Blaster. Poulan Chainsaw.
TOY Poodle, 1 yea,
Wheel Barrel. Cross cut Sara. Plainer. Rod-n-Reels. Gilson 11 hp Lawn Mower.
upgraded,
NEWLY
1BR, hardwood floors
old, shots to date
PREMIER
plus lots more.
1BA
electric heat. Rent charming 2BR.
spayed. For informaMINISTORAGE
much
much,
expecting
$350 a month plus lakefront house in
This is a partial listing - house, attic & garage is full. Come
tion 492-6187
•Inside climate control
Shores.
Panorama
deposit. No pets. 4721
more & plan to stay the day. Auction will be held rain or shine.
storage
C/H/A.
Old Murray Highway, w/c1,
*Security alarmed
plus
$400/month
Hardin. (270)767-0508
*Safe & clean
Available
deposit.
C.K. Hatchett. Broker & Auctioneer
•We sell boxes'
2BR, 1BA, storage
immediately (310)567520 Wilkins Road. Renton, KY 42025(2701527-2044
•We rent U-Hauls
building. 571 Kirksey
STRAW for sale $2.25
9321.
References
Highway, Highway 299.
753-9600
ltffiCHATCHEIT-AUCTIMCQM
bale (day) 753-4582
required
ANNOUNCEMENTS MADE THE DAY OF SALE TAKES
S375 a month plus
(night) 759-4718
PREEDENCE OVER WRITTEN MATERIAL
pets. FOR sale or rent 2
No
deposit.
bedrooms. garage. &
References required.
Finmercial PM/
barn on 2 acres West
(2 7 0)8 9 8 - 2 3 4 0 .
For Sale
llnYard Sala
mo
area $400
(270)994-3883
435-4226
Apartments For Rent
lipalmnb For Fist
$350
3BR in Hazel,
PARIS, TN Best loca
month plus deposit and
lion, court square. wes
NICE brick house.
GARAGE SALE
APTS.
OAKS
RED
Apts.
Oak
LIVE
View
FORREST
lease 492-8526
side. 2 story. 2.500
2BR. 1BA 5 blocks
Special
105 JAMESWOOD
Newly Remodeled
Apartments 1213 N.
floor.
per
sq.ft
3BR. 2 bath. Camelot from university. New
$100 Deposit
1BR $290,00
DR.
16th St., now accepting
wid. (270)489-2116 leave
appliances.
Subdivision Available
1BA From $280
28R $340 00
applications for: 1 br
TO
message
WEST
(94
$750
utilities
plus
immediately
$525imo
2BR From $325
3BR $425.00
apt, basic rent $330/
month. (270)435-4602, and deposit. No pets
CROSSFIELD
Today!
Call
special
deposit
$100
month. Call 753-1970.
(270)753-2558
293-4602
753-8668.
SUB.)
for qualified applicants.
Commerical Pm() For Rent
Leave Message.
ANNUAL lease. 3/2
Offtce hours 8-2
& SAT
FRI
360
2br,
roomy,
VERY
Mon-Fri
brick on Melrose. City
LARGE 3BR located
707 South 12th Street.
Storage Rentals
garage. C/H/A.
7:00-2:00
bath.
2
schools. Central air. 2
Call today for appointMSU
across from
South Center 700.
All appliances, 1 year
Household items
ment
car garage, fenced
November
available
1.000. 1,200 sq ft.
lease. 1 month deposit.
toys, clothingWarehousing
redecorated
A&F
7534221
yard.
or
lst 759-5885
in
Available
no pets 753-2905.
Something for
$950/mo.
Near MSU $20-50
293-7085
Phone
September.
NEAR university. Like
954-345-1495
753-7668
everyone'
new large 2BR, CM/A.
753-1252, 753-0606
LIKE new 1 Year old 1
IN Hazel 4BR. 2BA
Low utilities. quiet,
appliall
bedroom,
MURRAY Store and
with large garage.
$420. What you've
ances. Available Dec.
Lock presently has
for
looking
Available on November
been
1. Call 270-435-4382
2BR. large lot. 711
units available 753
1st. $750 month 1st.
(270)527-2284
Payne St. $395,mo
2905 or 753-7536
required
secunty
&
last
NICE 2BR duplex.
SMALL 1BR, no pets. 435-4602. 293-4602
1270)492-8108
753-7457 or 436-6367
water paid. 753-5980

Start.... Murray

ML1C1 &

Ledger 8 Times
(270)753-1916
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YARD SALE
AT FR.
MATTINGLY HALL
BEHIND ST.
LEO'S CHURCH
ON CORNER OF
HWY 641 &
PAYNE STREET
SATURDAY
NOVEMBER 5TH
6:00AM-12:00PM

HATCHEIT REAL ESTATE & AUCTION

i

Check us out on the Web!

GARAGE SALE
CORNER OF 121N
AND
BUTTERWORTH RD
(IN STELLA)
SATURDAY ONLY
7:00-?
Papasan chair, coat, .
table, treadmill
clothes boys 10-14
miss 7-9. women -

,esh Apple cake,
'
iiiedding shoes,
sleeping bag.
children, adults, small
to 3x clothes, satellite
dish, antique chair,
matching cloth chairs
IS more

• BIG INSIDE
YARD SALE
CORNER OF
WHITNELL &
GLENDALE
FRI. & SAT
9:00-4:30
We have added

10-14 petite. Gap
Abercrombie. Talbots

lots of new stuff.
•

BIG
YARD
SALE
121 SOUTH
4 MILES
WATCH
FOR SIGNS
FRIDAY
8-4

Something for
everyone'

Real Estate
1-285 acres Owne
available
financing
270)489-2116 leave
message
4 to 5 acres on corner
of Rockwood & 280 2
septic tanks, city water
$35.000 060.
270-474-2046

BIG 4 PARTY YARD SALE
1503 CHAUCER DR.
(CANTERBURY ESTATES)
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
7:30-3:00
Loads of nice winter clothes. women
6-16. mens & childrens. Wicker lounge
chair. christmas items. nice xmas tree,
tins. baskets. tableClOtheS /1 linens, small
talales. nice racing 4-wheel bike.
Something for eveyone. Trailer load ot
uniaues. small bed

INSIDE/OUTSIDE MULTIPARTY
YARD SALE
In the greenhouse on Potts Road off hwy
121 between Stella and Coldwater. We've
cleaned out an old house, garages, attics
and closets. Good furniture. collectibles
such as tobacco tins and Barbies, various
household items, toys. good clothing ,for
men, children and large women. Many,
many items. Sale Friday, Nov. 4 and
Saturday Nov. 5.
Hours 7:30 am to 4:00 pm
RAIN OR SHINE

YARD SALE
1625 Sunset Dr.
Sat., Nov 5 • 7AM-2PM
Rain or Shine
miscellaneous household items, vanity
futon mattress. size 2-3 name brand clothing, miscellaneous garage items, fishing
gear, etc Some items new or barely used.

CLASSIFIEDS
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David's Cleaning
Services
"We'
Clevcintiiii"
Sivecia ze in -‘11,0,1 Siding & Fencing -Mobile Homes
*Brisk •All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Mailable
•lAc 41:1404 W.Icer Waking Lots & Drivessa, •

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

ihivid Borders
12701 527-7176 or (270) 293-0939
NA MA1NT.
20
EXP
'0 I MARK HAYES

Used Cars
FOR Sale By Owne
Website
www homesbyowner c
orrAturray
the
LOOK
for
November issue of the
Murray Area Homes
_Guide published by the
Murray
Calloway
County Board ol REALTORS. Inc., scheduled
to be at participating
real estate offices and
various businesses this
Friday
TWO story beck apartment building with 5
two-BR units Excellent
income-producer
$125.000. 270-7534(o') 7-70-227-1545

18 acre horse
farm. 3BB,3BA.
8 stall harn with
attached indoor
:iretia. Must we!
12701489-2195
BEAUTIFUL 2.600
Sq Ft. new Brick home
w/4 acres more acres
available witaarn.
4br. 2 1/2 bath.
Call 293-7354
293-4627
2 bth horne or
)es. deck, attached
i'lragri
Also. new
.imached 2-1(.2 car
u • 432-8033 alter
▪ :700 sq ft home
• o Murray Picture
10 acre farm,
Arns S185.000,by
270-767.-0958.
Ili 'I., brick house in
r.1: Jo:iv Estates with
dr
3bths 3 cat
Cali 753-3966
;
13-9747
by
•••r ;•-•,•;r:trnent only.
nkr,1(.;i r Style House 8
af ff..; 1 rmle, from
✓
,,.hool .3 bed• fl)s 2 !Lill baths,
4).40 heeded shop. 4
st ill horse tarn, 22x40
shed
pment
•
900 I-l•-•own by
714217
I I./S 4-BR
2 1/2 BATH
Screened porch
unbelievable storage
I acre lot near town.
315x48 metal
outbuilding
7 -1040 293-9842

753-1495

2003 Dodge Neon
(red) 41 xxx miles,
66.995
2003 Chevy Impala
(silver), 82 xxx miles,
67.695
270-753-0530
www Bluegrass
carsales corn
2002 Ford Taurus SES
57.000 miles. loaded,
power everything good
gas mileage Asking
$7,900 Call
(270)748-6765
Used Trucks
1994
1500
truck
Wrecked vehicle has
good Vortec 4.3 V6
transmission,
Good
$500 293-3845,
436-6193
510
Canteen
2001 with slide out
used 3 times 753-1537
530
Services Camel
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
uut garages gutters,
Junk & tree work
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roots all types 29
/ears experience Call
Garters
A-1 Affordable Gutter
Cleaning Cleaning out
sheds.- jUrdr clean up
436-2867
Al Joe Lamb's Tree
Service
Complete
rerpoval, trimming. etc
13 years experience
436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
AFFORDABLE Tree
SerVice Topping, tree
removal and clean-up
Licensed and insured
Full line of equipment
270-247-2442
270-970-2322
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
pwclies. clerics, - sun
rooms vinyl siding,
mobile home repair.
sagging floors, termite
water damage. Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353
ANDRUS Excavating
.Certified septic
installation
•Custom doze,
backhoe service
•Pcinds
.Driveways
*Insured
753-9503. 978-0343

CHAD B. 1IU(;HE.8
22 lEARS EXPERIENN F
4270) 226-9398
12701 492-8191

utorty ven.cies

'

0,, 1
0xtrdS
•so ellent

s,

i• rnia--, 526 000
Serious
:,;ease
i•ssan Xterra.
.4 ,iutothatIC
14,1 100 vv. miles
.'4
1993 ShUurtmn L T
ro ,*x inieS Double
•
Floated leather
▪ 5 7 engine. new
m:ciuurn sies lady driv4; 14, tot) shape in
way 18mpg
A,,lf54 $12000 Call
: 3-204 1 before 9PM

Used Cars
1,2 F, rd Taurus SE
,
thousand
•
47
.,i4095

(OVRING

COM

APPLIANCE
REPAIR & PARTS

COI
Motorcycles e. ATV $

C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home Home repairs,
additions, decks, roofing. floor covering,
landscaping. plumbing.
-FREE ESTIMATESCall (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
icrobertsonte wk.net
CALLOWAY
Trash
761-3740,
Service
293-4045

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
ASPHALT
SEA LCOATIN G
•Commercial
•Residential
Free Estimates
TRAVIS
SEALCOATING
1270 751-2279

ROY HOLLAND
AUTO REPAIR
Brake's, Tune-up* and
mainlename. Major &
minor engine repair,
Trans service b.
Welding

(270) 41194167

AUTRY
ROOFING
10 years experiencr
won( guaranteed
ROBY AtirRy
270-76745916 731,
,
CON 731-415 fk,
F U 1 RELL S Tree
Service
removal
Trimming,
stump gnnding. firewood Insured
489-2839

Over 30 years
experlerwe
Sales
• 753-7728
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
293-5438

1)S'\'
ING
Quality work
Free estimates

226-0595
ELECTRICIAN
New Const../Remodei
or trouble Lie and ins.
wi 30 yrs. exp Call
753-7091
GARDEN OF EDEN
LAWN CARE
MOWING & TRIMMING.
LEAF REMOVAL
HEDGES TRIMMED,
GUTTER CLEANING
489-2689
hail's Waste
Management
• klail

‘1,
A [1C1.1i1Nettlted

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
LEAF Rakers available
Friday (Nov. 4) and
Saturday (Nov. 5) from
9.00AM to 4:00PM:
$10 to $20 donations
payable on completion
Please contact Justin
Kane !orally at
761-1810 or Kelly
Fineman at 502-4455991

LEAF
REMOVAL
759-1289
L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Leaf mulching &
removal, shrub &
tree trimming
Call 753-1816
or 2270611
METAL OF MURRAY
6" Continuous

Gutter, Flashing
& Metal Roofing
Owner:
Greg Mansfield

(7511) 293-8480

PRECISE
*eel tooling ((inhalers
rentede.
replacemP
decks metal and .n,,,
roots .t.w/ nnnft

270-293-1899
SIMMONS S Carpentry
Handyman work
Free estimates Call
767-0958 and
270-519-8570

A- CHAR'IER, It- MURRAY ELECTRIC.c- 141EDIACOM,0-GALAXY
ABCD 6:00
6:30
700 ! 7:30 . 8:00 ; 8:30 ' 9A30 9- 30 10-00 '1030 11-00 11:30
Meths(N)I
WICIIISABC 2 2
Ilisges and KM, The View IN X
15:001 News
Good Morning America h
Mellock In Stereo/
The
View
?hi
X
WSL-MIC 3 3 3
News
Morning
America
X
!Tony
Dem
Good
Elm Show
'
WSIIV418C 4 4
Tony Dann
News
Today i In Stereo)I
V/TVF-CIS 5 5
—tilL Mantel Williams I The Price Is Right New I jY & R
Neva X
The Early Shoti
News X
News X
Wel1/4111C 6 6 6 6 NewsI
Meths 111)I
Today iln Stereo)I

FRIDAY MORNING

for

You enter a very special luck
cycle this year. You will have to
work hard or be more serious
about. your public image.
Sometimes you will feel. as if
you have too many options and
too much to do. How you carry
out your responsibilities will
determine much in the next fey.
years. You will make money this
year. Avoid buying property just
the same. You also might find
that a family member often distorts the truth. If you are single.
you have so many people to
choose from. Take your time. It
you are attached, share more of
your feelings with your sweetie.
SAGITTARIUS has many moneymaking ideas.

11111040C 7 7
INMAN 1 1

7 Good Morning
Rogers Caeca
1(161-For 9 9 2 3 Paid
Paid
WOT1411 10 17 11 30 Paid
Paid
KFVS-C1S 12 12 12112 Besmear Show
PaGN
16 X 9 10 Van
Belies-

TNT
TLC
UFE

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult

ARIES(March 21-Apr11 19)
***** The Friday energy
feels good as you get ready to
clear your desk. A meeting or
get-together, though sluggish at
first, can open wide with some of
your thoughts. Be willing to
break your patterns. Tonight: Opt
for something different
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** What had proved difficult
now finally moves in the direction
you would like. You still might
feel that someone is not being as
lucid or as clear as you would
like: Sometimes you- wonder if
you are speaking the same language. Tonight: Follow someone
else's lead.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Use your ability to
organize. and get a project done.
You will want to clear out of your
routine patterns soon enough.
Take time to network or socialize
with key people in your life.
Tonight: Let your imagination
lead you.......
-CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You need some downtime
to clear up a problem. You feel
like a money matter will work out
with care. Do not let a partner
put in his or her two cents. You
discover that others are off or not
as accurate as you. Tonight: Find
your favorite chair.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** A year ago you might
have been more rambunctious if
the same opportunity occurred
Still, follow your knee-jerk reaction. You might hear something
unusual. Someone might be
more enthusiastic than you.
Tonight: Accept an invitation. .
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You need to take some
time to think or relax by yourseff.
You might not want to, but that is
your best choice. You might have
been acting without thinking.
Someone might cloud your thinking Tonight: Decide what you
would do if you could do anything you wanted.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Find time to catch up
on news while chatting with others. You might be overwhelmed
by calls and requests. Someone
has a way of pulling the wool
over your eyes, Let your imagination flow Tonight Munchies
with friends
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***• Money issues could be
pivotal to a decision. You might
wish this situation were otherwise. Don't pretend that it is
Realism will lead to success. A
family member has a secret!
Tonight: Make a weekend budget before walking out the door.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** You are at your peak.
Although you might have a difficult time finding the right words
to descnbe a concept or idea,
others seem to get it anyway.
You have a near-psychic tie with
a key person. Still, use words.
Tonight. As you like it.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Someone might be hard
on you or less supportive than
usual. Check loan or insurance
papers, as there could be a
snafu. Perhaps you
have
changed your mind about what
you want. Stay on top of key
financial matters, as money
could slip right out of your hands
Tonight: Get some extra R and

Promoting

Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger .1 Times
270-753-1916

www.murrayledger.com
elk Powere(i
NI

?hot°

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You might not be as sure
as you would like to be about an
idea or relationship. As a result.
you will lean on others for support. Fnends play an instrumental role.in supporting your course
of action Tonight: Celebrate the
weekend
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You must bend for someone who has the final word. You
might not be happy about this
either. Curt) a tendency to daydream, or you could make a mistake and have to redo a project
or some work Tonight. Try to
make it an early night.

USA
AMC
ME
FAN
NICK

first lady Laura Bush (1946),
rapper Sean Combs (1970)
actress Loretta Swtt (1937)

Trollz

Cpt

Breakfast Show

The View (Pli X
Ohlral Non
Boat- [Barney Jokers Rogers
People's Cowl Divorce Judge
Starling Over I Eye Eye Eye Eye

The Early Show In Stereo)I
Hap
Hap
Hill- Hill-

Regis and Kelly
Rockford Ries

ER In Stereo)I Judging Amyl
21 27 39 14 Angel"Tomorrow ItYPO SleeT
HYPO Blue X
Whet Not to Weer
Better Mat29 41 41
81-51 Save- peep X lees
Baby
Baby
Unsolved Myst
WIN
Will
30 52 31 31 Fit Ule Workout Design- iDesign- Golden Golden
32 51 49 5 Coach Coach Movie **1
/
2'The briposer(11114)(111 Nash BridgesI The DistrictI , The Dead Zone!
34 51 29
Movie Movie: **** -The Graces ol Melte(19KI)HenryReek 111 lade *** "1.1 Ow RAO Rae09414 ITioe'
City Confidential
3$ X 44 27 America's Castles Third Watch X
Third Watch X 7Third Watch 4.
Third Watch X
X 53 36 2 Battle Spider
37 22 24 4 Orldper- Oddpar43 36 16
Rebecca Crafters
44 33 30 23 Paid
Paid

Rangers Rangers The 700 Club X
Blues-

Sponge Sponge Dora
Room Quits Duvall

/
2"TheHome WhipertiettallMil
Living }bit***1
Blues- Dora
LazyGo
Dora

Back-

HBO

Duvall Room Room Country Design- Clever House
Deep Space 9
Stooges Stooges 7 Days On Stereo i MacGyver k.
52 26 21 13 Saved- Saved- Saved- Saved- Dawson's Creek X Ike**eh MarrsPAM12(19913) Bader NOR
(
Tom
Aloha, Scooby-000
65 32 50
Cartoon Tickle U
Ed, Edd Coden- Grim
66 61
Idol Heat
Paid
Paid
Choices-Conseq Open Court
19E7
67 39
Warms TWayans Jamie F. T1 Jamie F. 106$ Park: Top 10 Uve
I500) BET Morning Inspiration
f
CUT Music
70 34
(5 DO, CIF Music
M 71 51
Mee Lackawanna Movie: *a -Down Penticope(1996)1 Movie 'Alm vs P(e'I Merle ** "Mins on the Rue

HGTV
SMKE
v/TBS
TOON
COURT
BET
GAM/
MAX

45 72 54

Movie Dower

SHOW

NI 73 52

Movie WO7

GfSN

78 31 57

FUX

711

8802

Psid

Paid

Movie "Fathers Day"0997) Merle:*** "Troy"(2004, Action) Brad Pt.(In Stereo)fieI Glity
Movie: Ifit'l -Paris Bluse"(1961)*IR Movie ** 'Cowman'OW UMW ***'76per(1996)
Dood- :Charlie EinEm'dal°
_Dood- Charlie Wiggles . Koala "Rolie

Break- "Niggly
Movie Organization Movie: "Groundhog Day-PG' Movie: "The Princess Steam" Movie ***ti -The Raid"(1990)I
,
Movie: ire*'ri 'tone S°(1996)'Ft' II IMOrde: `TM Sameig MOW
li Movie !Movie: its' i "Ripper(1956)'PG'X
A- CHARTER,11- MURRAY ELECTRIC,C. MEDIACONL 0-GALAXY

FRIDAY AFTERNOON

4:00
2:00 I 2130
3:00 : 330
12:00 I 12:30 I 1:00 I 1:30
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10 years ago
Murray Rotary Club will have
Its annual telethon on Nov. 13,
14,15 and 16 with a large percentage of the year's proceeds
going to the local family resource
centers.
Published is a picture of members of the Murray Woman's Club
! who attended the fall meeting of
'the First District of Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs were
Martha Andrus, also governor of
the first district, Karen Isaacs,
Martha Crafton, Linda Scott, Cecilia Brock, Barbara Brandon, Betty
'Lowry,. Bonnie Jones, Betty Scott
and Sue Allison.
Births reported include a boy
to Christine M. and Keith Conklin and a girl to Susan M. and
Gary Jones, Nov. I.

20 years ago
Published is a picture of students of Murray Area Vocational
School who participated in the
capping ceremony for practical
nursing held at the Calvary Temple Church.
M.C. Garrott writes about Mr.
and Mrs. E.M. Allbritten of Hazel
whp will be honored at a reception in celebration of their 70th
wedding anniversary at Hazel United Methodist Church on Nov. 7
in his column, "Garrott's Galley."
Births reported include a boy
to Gary and Ginger Darnell and
a boy to Terry and Susan Adams,
Oct. 31.

30 years ago
County Attorney Sid Easley
spoke abut "Crime in Murray and
Surrounding Counties" at a meeting of the Home Department of
Murray Woman's Club.
Published is a picture of the
_Calloway County High School
Junior Varsity Cheerleaders. They
are LaDon Dowdy, Kim Johnson.

Denise Howard, Paulette Hooks,
Renae Edwards, Karol Kemp,
Luana Colson and Conda Stubblefield.
Dick Thomas, owner of Brass

Lantern Restaurant at Aurora, has
been elected for a second term
as president of Aurora Funland.
a tourist promotion organization.

40 years ago
In the November General Election, the voters of Murray and
Calloway County rejected the
change to the commission form
of government for the county.
Elected were Ned Breathitt, Kentucky governor; Charlie Lassiter,
state representative; Hall McCuiston, county judge; Cohen Stubblefield, county sheriff; Douglas
W. Shoemaker, county clerk;
Robert 0. Miller, county attorney; Charles Hale, county tax
commissioner; Max Churchill,
county coroner.
Two sons of Mr. and Mrs.
Rupert Phillips serving in the
Armed Forces are Radio Seaman
Joe Pat Phillips in the Navy at
Bainbridge. Md., and Airman first
Class John Thomas Phillips serving in the Air Force at Shaw AF
Base, South Carolina.

50 years ago
Truman Wyatt, 22. Kirksey, died
from injuries sustained in an automobile accident about 8:45 p.m.
on Nov. 2 at the corner of Second- and Broadway, Mayfield.
Earl Lee & Sons of Murray
have been elected to membership
in the American Aberdeen Angus
Association of Chicago, Ill.
Mrs. Boone Lawrence was
leader for the program."The American Indian," at a meeting of the
WSCS of Martin's Chapel
Methodist Church at the home of
Mrs. William Edwards.

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Nov. 3, the

.307th day 0[2005. There are 58
.

days left in the year.<*J>
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 3, 1900, the first automobile show in the United States
opened at New York's Madison
Square Garden under the auspices
of the Automobile Club of America.
On this date: .

In 1868, Republican Ulysses
El A El V ES 1_.1-J

I.

S. Grant won the presidential election over Democrat Horatio Seymour.
In 1936. President Roosevelt
won a landslide election victory
over Republican challenger Alfred
M. "Alf' Landon.
In 1957. the Soviet Union
launched Sputnik 11, the second
manmade satellite, into orbit: on
board was a dog named "Laika"
who was sacrificed in the experiment.

Thursday,!susember 3, 2005.78

Cholesterol reading
could be erroneous

Reade.rs offer dirty low-down
on bathing every single day
DEAR ABBY: I totally disagree with your answer to
"Separate Bedrooms in the
Future," the man who complained that his wife doesn't
bathe every day. Who would
want
to
share a bed
or have sex
with
a
woman who
doesn't
bathe
or
shower
every day?
It makes me
Dear Abby wonder if
she washes
By Abigail
her hands
Van Buren
before
preparing
dinner. Disgusting, to put .it
mildly! I was sure you knew
better. -- LEON W., SKOKIE,
ILL.
DEAR LEON W.: "Separate
Bedrooms' has been married to
his wife for 35 years. Until he
retired from his job, he never
noticed that she didn't bathe
every day. He didn't complain
that she didn't wash her hands
before preparing food -- and
he's watching her like a hawk -so let's give her the benefit of
the doubt. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: As an
internist. I treat people every
day for conditions ranging from
contact dermatitis to fungal
rashes that would not occur if
people gave up bathing daily.
The skin is covered in bacteria
that constitute "normal flora." It

Todaylnilistory
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In 1964, President Johnson
soundly defeated Republican challenger Barry Goldwater to Win a
White House term in his own
right.
In 1970, Salvador Allende was
inaugurated as president of Chile.
In 1979. five radicals were killed
when gunfire erupted during an
anti-Ku Klux Klan demonstration
in Greensboro, NE.. after a caravan of Klansmen and neo-Nazis
had driven into the area..
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is not to anyone's advantage to
wash these beneficial bacteria
away, as it leaves one open to
rashes and skin irritation from.a
number of sources. Also, to
state the obvious, if he's been
married to her for 35 good
years, then a rose by any other
name could not smell- as sweet. - MICHAEL G., M.D., JOHNSON CITY, TENN.
DEAR
ABBY:
We
Americans are so obsessed with
cleanliness that we may be
health.
endangering
our
Exposure to bacteria helps us to
develop antibodies to fight disease. Studies are under way to
see if the autoimmune diseases
may be at least partly due to so
much cleanliness that our
immune systems have nothing
to do but attack healthy tissue.
In Europe. whose culture and
lifestyle are otherwise similar to
ours, people bathe less often
than we do. It was also fine with
our ancestors, who bathed only
on Saturday nights!
"Separate" should be thankful
he's living with someone
hygienic enough that he can't
tell the difference. -- DAILY
BATHER BUT HOLD THE
ANTI-BACTERIAL SOAP
DEAR ABBY: I lived in Italy
for a year. When my Italian
hosts realized I was showering
every day, they thought I was
crazy. The only thing you really
need to wash every day are Your
private parts. That's why bidets
are so common in Europe. -ERIN IN HESPERIA, CALIF.
DEAR ABBY: I'm a nurse,
but you don't,have to be a nurse,
to know that a few dead skin
cells aren't harmful. For someone with dry skin, a daily bath
can do more harm than good.
That husband must have other
problems going on -- like retirement boredom, as you suggested. I wonder if he drove his former co-workers nuts, too?
Thanks for setting him straight.
-- KOKOMO,IND., R.N.
Queen
DEAR
ABBY:
Isabella of Spain, one of history's most famous rulers and
Christopher
sponsor
of
Columbus' voyages, bragged
that she took only two baths in
her entire life -- when she was
born and when she got married.
Of course, hygiene standards
have improved in 500-jvars. -ROBERT C.. ATHENS.--GA. DEAR ABBY: If that jackass
figured out a way to make a
lady "work up a sweat," maybe
they could shower together -THOMAS MC D., CINCINNATI
DEAR ABBY: "Separate
Bedrooms in the Future" needs
a hobby. He's a perfect example
of why women hate it when
their husbands retire! -- PAT IN
LAS VEGAS

DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a
male. 72 years old, For the last
30 years I've eaten two eggs every
morning,- and put butter on my
waffles., My
cholesterol
has always
been good.
But
three
months ago I
had my cholesterol
checked and
it was 251.
My
doctor
gave me a
prescription
for Creator.
By
but I didn't
Dr. Peter Gott take it, as I
know
it's
harmful to the liver. Instead, 1
took one garlic pill every morning for three months, then. had
my blood checked again, and my
cholesterol was 161. It went down
90 points in three months. You
may want to inform your readers.
DEAR READER: I wonder if
the 251 reading was, in fact, a
laboratory error. At 72, with previously normal cholesterol levels.
you are an unlikely candidate suddenly to develop a cholesterol problem. Also, the 251 could reflect
your food intake. If, for example, you had pizza or some other
cheesy dinner the night before
your blood test, the cholesterol
(from the cheese) may have interfered with an accurate reading.
I am particularly distressed:
however, at your doctor's rush to
prescribe a drug. In my opinion,
he should have sat down with
you, discussed a low-cholesterol
diet, your exercise level and the
risks of prescription drugs.
,At this point, I agree that you
should put the Crestor on hold
and continue with your garlic pill.
I am publishing your letter as

Dr. Gott

a service to my readers, but also
to congratulate you in approachmature
ing your "problem" in
and successful manner. Good luck.
DEAR DR. GOTT: What is
your opinion ot married men who
a

are obsessed with pornography '
They will buy or rent porno tapes.
Then they will wait until late at
night when everyone is asleep to
watch these films on their VCR.
It seems to me to be very insulting to their wives and a form of
infidelity. Would you agree?
DEAR READER: This is a
very difficult situation to define.
On one hand, there are normal, faithful husbands who occasionally get turned on by pornography and then release their tensions through loving intimacy with
their partners.
On the other hand, there are
married (and unmarried ( men who
choose pornography in place of
healthful relationships — in
essence, shutting out their (real(
partners.
Whether either (or both i of these
examples is a problem. 1 cannot
say. That depends on a host of
environmental and psychological
factors. Such behavior can be. as
your conclude, an act of infidelity. Or, it may be simply a method
to arouse a couple to a higher
level of sexual fulfillment.
I cannot label adult pornography as morally degrading. That
classification is not a medical
decision. However, 1 do urge
women in your position to demand
an honest and forthright discussion with their partners about this
volatile topic. Remember, it's the
honesty and openness that count.

Doctor Gott is a practicing
physician and the author of the
new book "Live Longer, Live Better: Taking Care of lour Health"
Driver
(Quill
Books.
w w.quilldriverbooks.com I.

ContractBridge
East dealer
Neither side v ulnerable.
NORTH
•6
K 83
•Q 3105
*A 7643
EAST
WEST
•10 7 4
•8 2
11Q 10 4
IP A 96
•/1 6 3 2
•A 7 4
(0.1 10 2
41.K. Q 9 8 5

SOUTH
•A -K Q J 9 5 3
111 7 5 2
•K 9
46 —
The bidding:

East
1+

South
4•

West

North

Pass

Pass

Pass
Opening lead —jack of clubs

Assume you're declarer at four
spades. reached as shown, and West
leads the jack of clubs. How would
you play the hand?
When the deal occurred, declarer
won the opening club lead with
dummy's ace, discarding a heart, and
drew trumps in three rounds, discarding clubs from dummy. He then led
the king of diamonds, ducked by
East, followed by the nine of diamonds, losing to the ace.
East exited with a club, ruffed by
South, who next led a heart to the

0410

eight and East's pine. East returned
another club, and after South ruffed.
he tried ducking a heart, hoping East
had started with the A-9 doubleton.
But when East followed low to the
second heart, the contract went down
one, declarer losing a diamond and
three hearts in all.
South's downfall was precipitated
by his play of the ace of clubs at trick
one, which yielded virtually no gain.
In fact. it managed only to create a
situation where the defenders could
safely exit with clubs whenever they.
gained the lead.
Observe the effect of retaining the
ace of clubs and ruffing the opening
lead instead. Declarer then draws
trumps and leads the K-9 of diamonds as before_
When East takes the ace lit does
not help him to duck), he can no
longer .enjoy the luxury of a club
return, since the ace is still in dummy.
along with two good diamonds.
Regardless of what he does next, the
only other trick East can score is the
ace of hearts, so declarer makes the
contract with an overtrick.
Note that even if West has the ace
of diamonds, and East the .A-Q of
hearts, the best the defense can do is
hold South to 10 tricks. The key for
declarer is to appreciate at the outset
the importance of keeping the club
ace in dummy so that it can be put to
good use later on.
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41 Van Gogh
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Quad State Choir Festival
brings 273 singers to MSU
The Vocal-Choral Unit within the Murray State University
Department of Music is actively
preparing for the 2005 Quad
State High School Choral
Festival to be held on the MSU
Campus Nov. 6 - 7.
More than 270 high school
singers representing 44- schools
in five states will be participating in the festival. Dr. Bradley
L. Almquist, MSU director of
choral activities, will conduct
the festival that concludes with
the Honor Choir's performance
of John Rutter's "Requiem" on
Monday. Nov. 7. at 6:30 pm in
historic Lovett Auditorium.
The Quad State Music
Festivals are a long-standing tradition of the Murray State
Department of
University
Music, bringing hundreds of
young musicians to campus to
work with remiss n conductors

He said, "I listened to over
800 tapeclauditions to select this
group of outstanding young
singers."
In addition to rehearsals with
the
singers,
high
the
Vocal/Choral Unit will sponsor
special workshops for the choral
teachers.
Dr. Pamela Wurgler, chair of
the MSU Department of Music,
will present a workshop on
"Music Literacy: Teaching
Musicianship."
Independent
This session will provide
resources and strategies to the
choral directors for integrating
sight-reading and core content
into each rehearsal.
Professor Elizabeth Johnson,
lecturer in voice, will present a
workshop on "Teaching Singing
in the Choral Rehearsal." She
will offer suggestions on how to
teach good singing habits and

and teachers.
"Several years ago I changed
the entire festival format," notes
Pr. Almquist.
In the beginning the festival
performed a set of individual
selections. . Now the students
.come to together to study and
perform a major work, Often
with orchestra. To help facilitate
the new format and ensure continued high quality, an additional change in how students are
selected for the festival was
required.
"For many years the individual school singers were selected
through the recommendation of
their teachers. The only requirement was that there be a balanced ensemble from any given
school." notes Almquist.
Now a taped audition of a
section of the music to be performed is required.

monitor vocal development and
growth in the choral rehearsal.
These opportunities are part
of the mission of educational
outreach and service sponsored
by the Murray State University
Department of Music.
• "In addition to world class
performances, it is our responsibility to the profession to offer
continuing educational opportunities for teachers in our region.
I am very proud of my colleagues' commitment to the
music education profession,"
said Almquist.
Singers selected to attend the
festival from Calloway County
High School are Kayla Crutcher.
Amberly Strode, 'and Monica
Thurmond.
The concluding concert is
free and the public is ins lied.

Radio City Christmas show in jeopardy?
‘s YORK t AP)- Opening
night ai the Radio City Music
"Christmas
famed
[fall's
Spectacular" could have a decidedly different ring this year.
Musicians have gone on
strike, forcing management to
promise ticketholders that the
show will go on today — even if
the leggy Rockettes have to do
their chorus-line kicks )canned
music.
.A preseason perfo ance
Wednesday night was cdnceled
and ticketholders left disappointed as several dozen musicians staged a picket line outside
landmark.
Manhattan
the
Stagehands also walked out in
support.
"We're going to take this one
day at a time, and we are going
to hope that cool heads prevail
and that everybody involved
will find a way to get the show
hack." said Day id Lennon, president of Local 802 of the
of
Federation
- American
Musicians.
At issue are salaries and
overtime pay. 'the orchestra's
contract expired in May. and
Lennon blamed Radio ('its
Entertainment, which produces
the Christmas show, for the
breakdown of talks. Lennon
added that no meetings had been
scheduled.
Radio (its Entertainment
said in a statement that the union
had walked ass a Irian the negotiating table and w as holding
the Christina. Spectacular. its
3(8)-member cast and crew as
well as hundreds of thousands (it
patrons" hostage.
accuses
union
The

Cablevision, which operates
Radio City. of vastly underpaying musicians who put on several shows a day throughout the
holiday season. In a statement.
Radio City said it had offered
the musicians increases in salary
and benefits "over what is
already the most lucrative contract in the industry."
The labor strife has cast a
cloud of uncertainty over the
"Christmas Spectacular" _ a
show that has entertained -children and adults for seven
decades. People pay up to $250
a ticket to watch the Rockettes
high-kick to Christmas tunes.
"We have the whole night to
do absolutely nothing," said
•Alaura Imperioli. 16. of the
Bronx. who had planned to see
the canceled Wednesday night
show with tickets won through
the New }ink Post. .
Stagehands for the show
walked out to hack the musiCians. said James Claffey Jr..
president of . Local 1 of the..
of
Alliance
International
Theatrical Stage Employes. He
would not comment on whether
the walkout would continue
ttxlay.
Though Lennon said the
Rockettes
union-represented
were supporting the musicians
in their walkout. Radio ('its
officials said that was not the
case and Claffey believed there
was a no-strike pros noon in the
Rockettes' contract.
The Rockettes reached a .con
tract agreement with Radio( Entertainment last month. \
message left for the union representing the Rockettes. the

Photo provided
The Murray Art Guild Holiday Sale will feature a wide variety fine art and crafts by local and regional artists and
craftsmen including the work of Michael Carden, a painter
and potter from Minturn, Colo., who specializes in Raku
Pottery (pictured). Raku is a Japanese technique of firing
pottery. The sale is Nov. 4 and 5th at the Guild.

Art Guild holds holiday sale
The Murray Art Guild, located at 103 N. 6th St.. downtown
Murray, will hold it's annual Holiday Gallery Sale on Friday and
Saturday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. each day. Art enthusiasts and holiday shoppers will have a wide variety of fine art and crafts to
choose from as local and regional artists display their unique talents
and creations.
Among the selections: 2-Dimensional Art, Fiber Arts/Textile
Arts, Ceramics. Metal Smithing. Jewelry, Wood Crafts,
Holiday
and
Baskets,
Arrangements,
Floral/Herbal
Crafts/Ornaments. In addition, original works of art, both 2 and 3dimensional, have been donated for raffle by local artists; tickets
will be available at the sale.
For more information or directions. call 753-4059.

American Guild of Variety members also receive very basic
Artists, was not immediately year-round health benefits.
returned.
More than a dozen Broadway
musicals went dark in March
2003 for four days after the
walked- our:
musicians'
and theaters lost millions in revenue. But when the union struck
the New York City Ballet in
2(8)0. performances of "The
Nutcracker" went on as scheduled with taped music.
Last week, hundreds of musicians and supporters held a boisterous, music-filled protest on
Sixth Avenue in front of Radio
City Music Hall.
Mark
negotiator
Union
Johansen said previously that
Radio City Entertainment was
trying to cut the musicians' base
pay of $133 per show, which he
Hot Dogs, Potato Soup or Chili • Homebaked Pies & Drink
said was'about $40 less than
_
(Carry-Out Available)
ssNiTt stanti IliWattway musicians .are paid. At the h'eight of
the Christmas season, the
orchestra works as many as six
90-minute shows every da_y____4t
Hosted by Calloway Count) Homemakers and co-sponsored h)
overtime pa!, beyond the first
Murray Ledger & 7imes and Chamber of Commerce
two. The musicians must play at
least 12 shows a week.
For more information, phone 753-7387
On average, Johansen said, a
musician doing I SO of about
200 shows in the run would
make about $25,000: orchestra
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Neuromuscular Electrical Stimulation
VitalStim0 Therapy —
"the first proven treatment for dysphagia,"
providing hope for a better quality of life. "It's definitely given us a new /ease
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on life"said Mrs.Troy Kinningham.
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Henry County
MIC Healthcare Center

239 Hospital Circle, Paris
731-642-5700
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